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Dedication


The initial weeks of the DC SEU’s work were marked by sadness at the passing of Blair Hamilton,
the proposed first Managing Director of the DC SEU. This report is dedicated to his memory and to
his enduring guidance and legacy in the initial work of establishing “a new kind of utility.”

Executive Summary
The Vermont Energy Investment Corporation’s (VEIC) inaugural Annual Report to the District
Department of the Environment (DDOE), on the work of the District of Columbia Sustainable Energy
Utility (DC SEU), covers the period from March 24, 2011, the contract signing date, to September 30,
2011, the end of the first contract period.
Purpose of the DC SEU. The DC SEU was conceived as a unique effort to bring about energy efficiency
and renewable energy throughout the District of Columbia—cost‐effectively to the benefit of its
residents and businesses, sustainably as a benefit to the environment, and meaningfully as a benefit to
District residents who could be employed by the work of the DC SEU. In fulfillment of those basic
objectives, DDOE developed a contract that: (1) outlined programming for the installation of energy
efficiency and renewable energy measures; (2) set performance benchmarks for this programming
activity, with goals for workforce development and employment; and (3) recognized that the
advancement of these objectives was dependent on community engagement, consumer education, and
marketing efforts. The contract demanded an integrated, multifaceted approach requiring high
expertise in the delivery of sustainable energy services, a workforce development strategy that was
compatible with the District’s employment objectives, and a comprehensive approach to reporting the
results.
This report follows on periodic reports submitted throughout Contract Period 1, and provides details on
the extraordinary achievements and accomplishments of the DC SEU in its first six months. During this
period, the DC SEU has met every contract performance indicator (achieving all Activity Milestones, and
attaining the minimum threshold for the green jobs Performance Benchmark), and exceeded the
expectations of most observers within the District and in the energy efficiency marketplace nationwide.
Programming approach. The programming approach was designed to maximize the exposure of DC
residents and businesses to the DC SEU concept and its purpose, and to demonstrate quickly how it can
benefit District ratepayers. This was considered a particularly appropriate approach because of the
intended longevity of the DC SEU, and the need to achieve significant energy savings. Thus, the DC SEU
relied, as a beginning strategy, on direct installation and mini‐retrofit work. Known as Quick‐Start
programs, these efforts were designed to reach low‐income multifamily residences, small commercial
businesses that characterize the bulk of the District’s commercial market, and single‐family residences.
The Quick‐Start programs were supplemented with three more rapid‐deployment efforts, designed only
for Contract Period 1, addressing: (1) renewable energy installations; (2) commercial “lost
opportunities” for energy efficiency installations during renovation or construction of new buildings; and
(3) increasing name recognition and understanding of DC SEU activity in support of reaching residential
populations.
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Programming for FY 2012 is generally designed for a transition from direct installation work to market‐
based approaches, with market sectors identified for targeted sustainable energy strategies. The
transition period is expected to last for approximately 1 to 2 months in FY 2012.
Partnership concept. The foundation of the DC SEU’s successful completion of this first period lies in the
collaborative work of the eight “Teaming Partners” of the Sustainable Energy Partnership, under the
leadership of VEIC: The DC Project, George Nichols & Associates, the Institute for Market
Transformation, L.S. Caldwell & Associates, PEER Consultants, PES Group, Skyline Innovations, and
Taurus Development Group. After several years of ongoing dialogue about energy efficiency in the
District, with VEIC’s Policy Director, Blair Hamilton, these organizations evolved into the Sustainable
Energy Partnership. At the time of DDOE’s Request for Proposals to deliver sustainable energy utility
services, these organizations and VEIC coalesced around a mutual interest to serve the District with a set
of ambitious and effective plans for the DC SEU. This hand‐picked local team assured a combination of:
(1) a full range of subject matter and implementation expertise; (2) local knowledge of District
communities and their challenges; and (3) local contacts with civic leaders and influential organizations
capable of enabling rapid and effective engagement with the District’s residential and business
customers. The Sustainable Energy Partnership’s continued integration of planning, program design,
implementation, and reporting has helped to carry out all current activity, as well as to inform future
strategic approaches.
Thus, the use of the term DC SEU throughout this report should be seen as an indicator of integrated
collaboration among the Teaming Partners of the Sustainable Energy Partnership, under VEIC’s
leadership.
Primary accomplishments. The indicators of the DC SEU’s successful completion of its first contract with
DDOE include:
•

•

•

•

Planning and implementation of workforce and contractor development initiatives that provided
new opportunities to 15 Certified Business Enterprise (CBE) contractors and 1 Community Based
Organization (CBO) contractor and their suppliers, subcontractors, and employees
Successful design, development, and implementation of three planned Quick‐Start programs,
with activity being carried out by each program in each Ward of the District:
o 4,710 low‐income multifamily residences served
o 754 small commercial and institutional facilities served
o 169 single‐family homes served
Design and roll‐out of three additional Quick‐Start initiatives to address:
o Commercial solar hot water and rooftop PV systems
o Significant lost opportunities in commercial and institutional construction
o District‐wide name recognition and understanding of the DC SEU efforts
Design and development of a comprehensive consumer education and marketing plan,
including:
o Successful branding of the DC SEU
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Mass media advertising throughout the Metro system, on local radio stations, in print,
and online
Enhancements to core information technology applications and the roll‐out of data collection
systems (KITT+) for project tracking and reporting
Completion of a strategic market analysis that provides the foundation for program planning in
FY 2012 and beyond
The creation of 27.84 green jobs for District residents, at or above the Living Wage of $12.50 per
hour.
o According to the Contract, every direct job created from DC SEU expenditures is
considered a green job (whether via payroll or contracted out); is measured in terms of
job‐years (expressed as full‐time equivalents or FTEs); and is held by a District resident.
Employment for 357 District residents in DC SEU work—as temporary field staff, permanent
office staff, and project‐specific Implementation Contractors
Recruitment, hiring, training, and mentoring of a committed and talented DC SEU staff
Establishment of permanent office space in the Navy Yard neighborhood of the District
o

•
•
•

•
•
•

Each of these achievements provides the basis for additional growth and opportunity for DC SEU and its
contributions to the District’s long‐term sustainability goals.
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1

Background

The District Department of the Environment (DDOE) has contracted with Vermont Energy Investment
Corporation, the lead in the specially established Sustainable Energy Partnership, to provide programs
and initiatives as the District of Columbia Sustainable Energy Utility (DC SEU). The DC SEU conducts
programs in the District to reduce per‐capita energy consumption, increase renewable energy
generating capacity, reduce the growth of peak electricity demand, improve the energy efficiency of
low‐income housing, reduce the growth of energy demand of the largest energy users, and increase the
number of green collar jobs in the District.
This is a performance contract that contains both at‐risk and non‐at‐risk compensation. A performance
contract means that VEIC assumes some of the risk for producing the results required in the contract.
The total available funds are of a fixed‐fee type, which in the Contract Period 1 amount to $7,400,000.
This total includes $500,000 that was added on September 2, 2011, to the base of $6,900,000. Actual
costs are reimbursed with a non‐at‐risk operations fee; however, $300,000 of the compensation total is
at risk and will be paid only upon the attainment of activity milestones and Contract Performance
Benchmarks.
This document is the Annual Report for FY 2011. The report contains: (1) actual expenditures for
administrative, information technology, natural gas, and electricity‐related program expenditures, and
service delivery costs, compared to the approved budget; (2) a detailed financial report for the DC SEU;
(3) a summary of progress made toward achieving energy savings, customer‐sited renewables targets,
and other agreed‐upon indicators of performance; (4) a summary of progress and highlights for the year,
including significant implementation issues and changes or anticipated changes in implementation
strategies and services; (5) total District‐resident employment in full‐time equivalent (FTE) positions by
VEIC and its Teaming Partners, collaborators, and Implementation Contractors, attributable to the DC
SEU programs; and (6) the number of District Department of Employment Services (DOES) referrals hired
as reported on the Contractors’ and ICs’ First Source Employment Agreement Forms for the year.
DDOE Contract Number DDOE‐2010‐SEU‐001 contains the following contractual minimum
performance requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Reduce per‐capita energy consumption in the District of Columbia;
Increase renewable energy generating capacity in the District of Columbia;
Reduce the growth of peak electricity demand in the District of Columbia;
Improve energy efficiency of low‐income housing in the District of Columbia;
Reduce the growth of energy demand of the District of Columbia’s largest energy users;
Increase the number of green collar jobs in the District of Columbia.

The contract also contains the following FY 2011 (Contract Period 1) Performance Benchmarks:
1. B.10.3.1 Deployment of all components of management information systems and information
technology systems;
2. B.10.3.2 Completion of consumer education and marketing plan;
3. B.10.3.3 Completion of strategic market analysis and program design;
4. B.10.3.4 Development of Implementation Contractors qualification and certification criteria;
5. B.10.3.5 Delivery of training sessions for ICs and trade allies;
6. B.10.3.6 Implementation of three designated “Quick‐Start” programs:
a. Low‐Income Multifamily Homes
b. Commercial Direct Installation
c. Existing Single Family Homes
7. B.10.3.7 Achieve, and develop systems to track:
a. Creation of 33 FTE green jobs
b. Contracting, with preference to CBE firms
c. Development of training programs to benefit workforce development goals
d. Other indicators related to ensuring fair employment
During Contract Period 1, the DC SEU added three Quick‐Start programs to its core of designated Quick‐
Start programs:
(1) Renewable Energy Quick‐Start, primarily to complete projects enrolled under the District’s
Renewable Energy Implementation Program (REIP). That program was fully subscribed prior to the end
of the year. Enrolled projects on its waiting list were subsequently transferred to the DC SEU Renewable
Energy Quick‐Start Program. Details are presented in Section 3.6.4.
(2) Lost Opportunities Initiative, a supplement to the Small Commercial Direct Install program. This
initiative is described in more detail in Section 3.6.5.
(3) Grassroots Campaign Quick‐Start, a catalyzing effort in the field to increase name recognition and
awareness of the DC SEU, in support of the three core Quick‐Start programs. See Section 3.6.6.

2

District of Columbia Sustainable Energy Utility Budget and Actual
Expenditures

Financial activity throughout Contract Period 1 is reported in Attachment 1, Financial Activity—Budget
to Actual. It is noteworthy that 48% of expenditures (exceeding the contract goal of 30%) were allocated
to low‐income activity (both in the Low‐Income Multifamily Quick‐Start Program and the Single‐Family
Existing Homes Retrofit Quick‐Start Program).
The following attachments present a breakdown of revenues; administrative, information technology,
natural gas and electricity‐related program expenditures, and service delivery costs compared to the
respective components of the approved budget. They also include the FY 2012 Annual Budget:
DC SEU Annual Report 2011
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•
•

3

Attachment 1: Financial Activity for the Period ‐ Budget to Actual
Attachment 2: Annual Budget for FY 2012

District of Columbia Sustainable Energy Utility Report of Progress

3.1 Deployment of all components of management information systems and
information technology systems
3.1.1 Activity Milestone Description
Contract Section B.10.3.1. Deployment of all components of management information
systems and information technology systems. This milestone shall be deemed to be achieved
when VEIC’s KITT Data System is ready for initial functional use in the District offices of the SEU,
and can be demonstrated to the satisfaction of DDOE.
3.1.2

Activity Milestone Status

;Activity milestone has been achieved
Demonstration to DDOE on August 11, 2011.
3.1.3 Activity Milestone Accomplishments
Management Information Systems and Information Technology systems were up and running
shortly after initial (temporary) office space was secured in April; in the period between May
and August, all systems underwent adjustments and testing for the various applications
necessary for: (1) daily office operations and interaction between the DC SEU headquarters and
VEIC offices; (2) data collection in the field for program implementation; (3) customer support
and tracking; and (4) all other operational activity related to uninterrupted functioning of daily
work.
VEIC provided an initial review of KITT+ in June; in August VEIC demonstrated full functionality
of the KITT+ data system for DC SEU work. Evidence of the regular and effective use of KITT+ by
DC SEU staff was also provided to DDOE. In addition, DDOE staff were given access to KITT+, and
DC SEU staff fielded all questions from DDOE staff.

3.2 Completion of consumer education and marketing plan
3.2.1 Activity Milestone Description
Contract Section B.10.3.2. Completion of consumer education and marketing plan. This
milestone shall be deemed to be achieved when the Contractor submits a Consumer Education
and Marketing Plan and approved by DDOE. The consumer education and marketing effort of
the DC SEU is under the leadership of DC SEU staff and is complemented by the work of the
Public Affairs and Government Relations Team.
DC SEU Annual Report 2011
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3.2.2

Activity Milestone Status

;Activity milestone has been achieved
Consumer Education and Marketing Program Plan submitted August 25.
3.2.3 Program Accomplishments
Consumer Education and Marketing. Throughout Contract Period 1, Consumer Education and
Marketing efforts were an integral part in the generation of brand awareness for the DC SEU, as
were:
•
•

Customer participation in the DC SEU’s Quick‐Start programs
Development and production of the DC SEU web site, educational fact sheets, program
overviews, promotional materials, forms, etc.

The mass media advertising campaign was fully launched in mid‐August, and continued through
September, with placements in 12 community newspapers and 10 local radio stations, as well as
in more than 30 Metro rail stations, 500 Metro rail cars, and 700 Metro buses. The DC SEU
Grassroots Consumer Education campaign, designed to complement the mass media campaign
and Quick‐Start program community outreach efforts, was launched in early September. That
campaign involved more than 200 canvassing staff in the field, who delivered targeted energy
efficiency information to DC residents.
Working in all 8 Wards, and using marketing materials in Spanish and Chinese, field staff
engaged with thousands of District residents at their homes through door‐to‐door canvassing, as
well as at high‐traffic locations such as Metro stations, retail centers, street festivals, and
farmers’ markets. Residents received a fact sheet listing steps to take to start saving money on
their energy bills at little or no cost, along with information on the types of available compact
fluorescent light bulbs (CFLs) that can best meet their lighting needs. Residents who provided
field staff with contact information for notification about future DC SEU programs received a
branded CFL or reusable tote bag. Throughout the campaign, the DC SEU experienced a marked
increase in call volume to the Customer Support staff, as well as traffic to the DC SEU website.
The site now averages approximately 3,000 visitors and more than 9,000 page views per month,
and continues to attract visitors with over 60% of traffic per month attributed to new visits.
To increase public awareness of the DC SEU and its programming, the Grassroots Consumer
Education Quick‐Start Program was launched in August, and was designed to coincide with
Mayor Vincent Gray’s Sustainability Challenge for the District. See Section 3.6.6, Grassroots
Campaign Quick‐Start Program.
Three significant public events provided opportunities for additional DC SEU consumer
education and marketing:
1. Green DC Day 2011 (April 20) on Freedom Plaza. This Earth Day celebration was hosted
by DDOE to increase public awareness about environmental protection, energy
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efficiency, and natural resources. The DC SEU hosted a table that contained preview
information about the Quick‐Start programs.
2. H Street Festival (September 17). This event drew more than 30,000 participants, and
the DC SEU hosted a booth on the “Green Street” corridor, which contained displays
from District environmentally conscious businesses. The Mobile Media truck featured
the DC SEU brand advertising. More than 20 members of the DC SEU Grassroots
campaign distributed DC SEU‐branded CFLs and reusable tote bags. The Festival also
provided an opportunity for DC SEU staff to obtain and provide contact information for
follow‐up with energy efficiency services. Booth visitors received a detailed overview of
DC SEU services, fact sheets, information for residents, and information on proper
disposal of CFLs.
3. Joint Utility Discount Day (September 27), Walter E. Washington Convention Center.
This annual event offers low‐income residents the opportunity to apply for assistance in
paying their utility bills. DC SEU representatives introduced residents to the DC SEU,
provided information on CFLs, distributed tips and fact sheets, and obtained contact
information for follow‐up.
A full complement of DC SEU marketing materials is contained in Attachment 3, Marketing
Materials and Branding Activity.
The DC SEU consumer education and marketing effort was informed by a strategic effort on the
part of the Public Affairs and Community Outreach group.
Public Affairs and Community Outreach. With its implementation beginning in April, the public
affairs / community outreach strategy had a twofold purpose:
1. To introduce District residents and businesses to the DC SEU and its mission, and to the
programs for increasing energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy
technologies.
2. To solicit input from influential leaders from throughout the District—governmental,
business, residential, religious, civic, and educational—to support the work of the Quick‐
Start programs.
The outreach strategy addressed Council Ward leadership, beginning with Ward 8, then
proceeding with Wards 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1—in that order. Attachment 4, DC SEU Outreach
Activity in Contract Period 1, presents tables summarizing the schedule of visits for both
community outreach and public affairs / governmental affairs throughout the six months of
Contract Period 1.
It became evident that the most effective approach to Ward leadership was simultaneous
interaction with a Ward Councilmember and the corresponding Ward’s ANC Commissioners.
Public Affairs and Community Outreach staff presented information about the DC SEU at many
DC SEU Annual Report 2011
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ANC meetings, providing give‐away materials and contact information, and personally following
up with interested parties after the meetings. In addition, the staff contacted all relevant
regulatory agencies, key District agencies, the largest energy users in the District and the
associations representing those users, Business Improvement Districts, other business
associations, and DC Main Streets program networks. They also met with many key civic
associations, as well as with neighborhood associations, PTA meetings, and religious
organizations in each Ward and at the District level.
The DC SEU now has significant name recognition and its purpose and strategies are understood
by Influential figures throughout the District of Columbia. Suggestions received from public
affairs and community outreach activities have helped to refine Quick‐Start programming and
obtain more participation than would have been the case without this type of outreach.
The DC SEU helped inform these groups and organizations about its purpose and programs, and
what residents and businesses can expect as DC SEU activity continues to expand. The DC SEU
also clarified the role of other, existing energy efficiency programs still under way in the District,
although they were not part of DC SEU programming.
Substantial outreach efforts were focused on serving the residents and businesses of Wards 7
and 8. Presentations to ANCs, person‐to‐person visits with leaders, and to job placement and
training organizations were key parts of the Public Affairs and Community Outreach Group
activity.

3.3 Completion of strategic market analysis and program design
3.3.1 Activity Milestone Description
Contract Section B.10.3.3. Completion of strategic market analysis and program design. This
milestone shall be deemed to be achieved when the Contractor submits a Strategic Market
Analysis and Program Plan for Year 2 and approved by DDOE.
3.3.2

Activity Milestone Status

;Activity milestone has been achieved
Strategic Planning Analysis and the Annual Plan for FY 2012 were submitted as one document
to DDOE on September 1. A presentation on the analysis and the plan was made to DDOE on
September 7.
3.3.3 Activity Milestone Accomplishments
The Strategic Planning Analysis and Annual Plan outlined and discussed in depth the current
status of available data on energy consumption in buildings and related energy savings
opportunities. The analysis covered residential and commercial market sectors in the context of
fuel use, end use consumption characteristics for both gas and electricity, market size, savings
potential in existing buildings and in new construction, trends in key markets, penetration rates
of efficient appliances, and supply of energy‐efficient equipment. Savings potential, given the
DC SEU Annual Report 2011
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current data available, were also presented for gas and electric efficiency in commercial and
residential market sectors. The strategic analysis provided the basis for the program design
contained in the DC SEU Annual Plan for FY 2012 portion of the report.
The results from the Strategic Planning Analysis were mapped against the FY 2012 budget,
resulting in seven key goals. Those goals address spending on low‐income market sectors;
creating jobs; contracted spending on Certified Business Enterprises; integrating of renewable
energy programming with energy efficiency programming; reducing the growth of energy
demand among the District’s largest energy users; reducing annual energy consumption in the
District; and reducing the growth in peak electric demand. The Annual Plan also addressed
evaluation, measurement, and verification of savings claims.
Given the comprehensiveness of both the Strategic Planning Analysis and the Annual Plan, and
following the presentation to DDOE on September 7, the work was considered responsive to the
activity milestone’s criteria for supporting the establishment and continuation of the DC SEU.
Overview of Market Research, Leveraging, and Financial Mechanism Activity; and Market
Transformation
Throughout FY 2011, the DC SEU carried out extensive work in residential and commercial
market analysis and potential financing mechanisms for both market sectors. This investigation
included the assessment of financing mechanisms such as Qualified Energy Conservation Bonds,
and residential and multifamily housing loan programs. The DC SEU also led vigorous leveraging
efforts to secure additional funding by researching and coordinating the submission of two
proposals.
Market transformation, the preparatory work for changing consumer behavior in the energy
efficiency marketplace, was also a key assessment activity for FY 2011.Market transformation
analyses help inform programming for FY 2012 and beyond.
Because of the scope and depth of these activities, the work of DC SEU Teaming Partners in
these various topics is presented separately, in Attachment 5, Building the DC SEU’s Future
Work.

3.4 Development of Implementation Contractors’ qualification and certification
criteria
3.4.1

Activity Milestone Description

Contract Section B.10.3.4. Development of IC qualification and certification criteria. This
milestone shall be deemed to be achieved when the Contractor provides a copy of its IC
Qualification and Certification Plan.
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3.4.2

Activity Milestone Status

;Activity milestone has been achieved
Implementation Contractor Qualifications and Certification Plan was submitted to DDOE on
September 26, 2011.
3.4.3 Activity Milestone Accomplishments
The Implementation Contractor Qualifications and Certification Plan provides information on the
process used to establish the business and technical qualifications needed for ICs wishing to
conduct business with the DC SEU. It also includes the resulting criteria and qualification
established for ICs who performed work during the Contract Period 1.
In the first months of DC SEU operations, program and workforce development staff met to
define the qualifications and certifications needed for work in the DC SEU Quick‐Start programs.
Workforce development staff also met with established training providers throughout the
District, both to obtain information on training programs that each provided, and to develop
leads to qualified, certified contractors.
Contractor qualifications and certifications varied by DC SEU program area, and included
technical qualifications and certifications necessary for successful energy efficiency work in both
the residential and commercial markets. Also included were basic business qualifications and
certifications necessary for successful and responsible contracting. Once qualifications and
certifications were established, the necessary contact information and rules and requirements
for obtaining required certifications were collected and compiled into a useful Resource Guide
for contractors. This guide also provided information for courses and seminars that could assist
or lead to specific certifications (e.g., Building Performance Institute or Certified Energy
Management certifications). The DC SEU made the Guide available in hard copy and was posted
to the DC SEU website (www.dcseu.com). Additionally, information sessions were scheduled to
provide ICs with detailed guidance on necessary qualifications and certification. These sessions
were widely advertised and held in multiple locations in the District, and were coordinated with
the District’s Department of Small and Local Business Development (DSLBD) to provide for
maximum participation by Certified Business Enterprises. These information sessions also
presented information on specific contracting opportunities with the DC SEU for FY 2011
programming.
Contractor development is a continuous process as DC SEU programming evolves, requiring
different qualifications and certifications of those who contract to complete work.
Communication and coordination with District training providers continued throughout FY 2011.
The success of the DC SEU Workforce Development and Training efforts, resulting from the work
of the IC Qualifications and Certification Plan, can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2—as well as in
Table 12, all of which demonstrate the range and scope of activity in the five months of
Workforce Development activity in Contract Period 1.
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3.5 Delivery of training sessions for ICs and trade allies
3.5.1 Activity Milestone Description
Contract Section B.10.3.5, Delivery of training sessions for ICs and trade allies. This milestone
shall be deemed to be achieved when DDOE receives a report from the Contractor on its
completion of a first round of training sessions for Implementation Contractors and trade allies.
3.5.2

Activity Milestone Status

;Activity milestone has been achieved
•
•
•

3.5.3

Evidence of the first and second rounds of training was reported to the DDOE in the
Quarterly Report of DC SEU Activity for the period ending June 30, 2011 (pp. 11‐12).
Resource Guide for Implementation Contractors was submitted to the DDOE on
September 19, 2011.
Implementation Contractor Policy and Procedure Manual submitted to DDOE on
September 26, 2011.
Program Accomplishments

Developing a strategy. A primary goal of the DC Sustainable Energy Utility approach to
Workforce Development was to stimulate job growth by facilitating the placement of District
residents in positions that could be created by DC SEU economic activity. This took the form of
direct hires by the DC SEU, as well as indirect hires through Implementation Contractors and
others working for the DC SEU. The DC SEU worked with placement agencies and other entities
specializing in unemployed and underemployed residents, cooperated with and supported
existing District‐based training programs, and used existing resources to expand the job
placement effectiveness of the DC SEU. Because the DC SEU worked with existing training
providers and other related entities, it did not focus on directly providing training to the
workforce. Instead, it catalyzed the training and job placement market, and encouraged the
matching of trained DC residents with DC SEU jobs. The full strategic approach is presented in
Attachment 6, Workforce Development Strategy.
The DC SEU assessed the training needs among ICs and trade allies by holding dialogues
between and among DC SEU Workforce Development personnel, program leaders, and District
training providers. The assessment provided the DC SEU with baseline information about ICs’
various levels of business and technical knowledge, and what gaps existed between those
baselines and what was required for success as an IC or trade ally.
Identifying and carrying out appropriate solutions. Many different training modes were
employed to fill gaps identified in the assessment, including: (1) information sessions on
contracting opportunities; (2) information sessions on how to present a winning response to an
RFQ or RFP; (3) in‐class training sessions on program technical requirements and protocols; (4)
in‐class training on administrative and reporting requirements for programs; and (5) in‐field
technical training and mentoring. Training sessions were held throughout Contract Period 1 as
DC SEU Annual Report 2011
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ICs were continuously recruited, contracted, trained, and mentored for success in the DC SEU’s
work.
Table 1 presents the schedule of training events throughout the initial contract period, including
their outcomes.

Table 1. IC training events throughout Contract Period 1
Event Type

Orientation –
Implementation
Contractors

Orientation –
Implementation
Contractors

Orientation –
Implementation
Contractors

Orientation –
Implementation
Contractors
Training Session
–
Implementation
Contractor
candidates
whose
proposals did
not fully
respond to the
RFQ

Purpose
Training for LIMF
program –
protocols, technical
training, materials,
pricing, and
compliance
Training for SCDI
program –
protocols, technical
training, materials,
pricing, and
compliance
Training for SCDI
program –
technical training,
materials,
assessments, and
installation
Training for SCDI
program –
technical training,
materials,
assessments and
installation

Training for IC
candidates –
Getting to “Yes” on
Responsiveness
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Attendees
6 contractors
and their
employees; 36
attendees

4 contractors
and their
employees; 30
attendees

4 contractors
and their
employees; 12
attendees

1 contractor; 1
attendee

11 contractors

Date

Location

Outcome

June 24

1123 11th
Street,
NW

Preliminary
orientation and
training for ICs to
be prepared to
begin field work

th

Preliminary
orientation and
training for ICs to
be prepared to
begin field work

June 29

1123 11
Street,
NW

July 13

1123 11th
Street,
NW and
Ward 5
businesses

July 20

Further
orientation and
Ward 4
training for ICs to
businesses
be prepared to
begin field work

July 22

Provided
guidance on how
to submit an
application to the
DC SEU that will
be considered
responsive to the
RFQ

1325 G
Street,
NW

Further
orientation and
training for ICs to
be prepared to
begin field work
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Event Type

Orientation –
Implementation
Contractors

Orientation –
Implementation
Contractors

Orientation –
Implementation
Contractors

Orientation –
Implementation
Contractors

Orientation –
Oversight

Purpose
Training for Single
Family QS program
– technical training,
materials,
assessments and
installation
Training for LIMF
program –
protocols, technical
training, materials,
pricing, and
compliance
Training for SCDI
program –
protocols, technical
training, materials,
pricing, and
compliance
Training for LIMF
program –
protocols, technical
training, materials,
pricing, and
compliance
Training for SCDI
program –
technical training,
materials,
assessments, and
installation

Training for LIMF
program –
Orientation –
protocols, technical
Implementation
training, materials,
Contractors
pricing, and
compliance
Training for LIMF
program –
Orientation –
protocols, technical
Implementation
training, materials,
Contractors
pricing, and
compliance
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Attendees

3 contractors

2 contractors
and their
employees; 20
attendees

2 contractors
and their
employees; 12
attendees

3 contractors –
22 attendees

Date

Location

Outcome

1325 G
Street,
NW

Orientation and
training for new
ICs to be
prepared to begin
field work

August 10

1325 G
Street,
NW

Orientation and
training for new
ICs to be
prepared to begin
field work

Week of
August 15

1325 G
Street,
NW and
field work

Preliminary
orientation and
training for new
ICs to be
prepared to begin
field work

August 19

1325 G
Street,
NW

Orientation and
training for new
ICs to be
prepared to begin
field work

1325 G
Street,
NW

Quality Control
and Quality
Assurance
orientation and
training for
inspecting field
work completed
by ICs

August 9

2 Teaming
Partners’ staff
– 3 attendees

August 25

3 contractors –
15 attendees

1325 G
September
Street,
9
NW

Orientation and
training for new
ICs to be
prepared to begin
field work

3 contractors –
6 attendees

September 80 M
16
Street, SE

Orientation of IC
administrative
staff on reporting
and compliance
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Offering incentives for active engagement. One of the innovative techniques for developing an effective
workforce focused on job skills was an intention to match the job needs of individual DC SEU ICs with
DC‐based training organizations. The DC SEU used “placement awards” that went to Training Providers
whose candidates were hired. The majority of Training Providers sent candidates to the initial interview
“job fair” sessions in June. When an IC hired one of their candidates, the DC SEU issued a placement
award to the Training Provider for each successful placement into a DC SEU position. In this way, the DC
SEU provided an incentive for these providers to match existing training programs as closely as possible
with open positions in the emerging energy efficiency marketplace of the DC SEU.
The training that has been provided to the Implementation Contractors and their employees has
deepened the knowledge of company principals, project managers, administrative staff, crew leaders,
and installers. Training topics have included a wide array of topics, ranging from technical program
requirements through technical product specifications and installation protocols to community and
consumer engagement tactics. The depth and breadth of material provides the basis for success for ICs
in DC SEU programs now and in the future. The scope of the training also provides skills and abilities that
will make each IC and trade ally more competitive for energy efficiency work not directly contracted by
the DC SEU.
Results. The resulting outcomes of IC training are strongly positive for both the DC SEU and the ICs.
Overall, the level of knowledge and capacity of the ICs for the specific work contracted or promoted by
DC SEU programs and initiatives have substantially increased during this first contract period.
During the first contract period, 16 ICs were contracted directly by the DC SEU to complete work in three
of the Quick‐Start programs: Low‐Income Multifamily direct installation; Small Commercial Direct
Installation; and Single‐Family Existing Homes retrofit. Of the 16 direct subcontractors, 15 were
Certified Business Enterprises (CBEs) and 1 was a Community Based Organization (CBO). The 16 direct
ICs also subcontracted with many other CBEs to complete the DC SEU’s work. The 16 direct ICs
documented hiring of 70 District residents who were either trained by local training providers or who
had previous experience in the construction industry. Table 2 presents the distribution, by Ward, of
District residents placed in DC SEU work by training program providers.

Table 2. Number of District residents placed in green jobs,
trained by DC SEU training program providers
IC Employees for
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Quick‐Start
1
2
3
4
5
6
Programs*
Totals
1
3
2
7
10
7
*All DC SEU jobs are paid at or above the DC Living Wage of $12.50 per hour.
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Ward
7

Ward
8

Total

21

19

70
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3.6 Implementation of four designated “Quick‐Start” programs:
3.6.1

Low‐Income Multifamily Homes
3.6.1.1 Program Description and Accomplishments
This Quick‐Start direct installation program (LIMF DI) serves qualified low‐income
multifamily projects with simple and proven cost‐effective energy measures, including
installation of compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs), CFL torchieres, low‐flow aerators and
showerheads, hot water tank and pipe wraps, and efficient refrigerators, as well as
provision of energy education
The LIMF DI program plan was filed with DDOE on April 22, 2011. Program launch began
early in May with protocol development, pipeline development, and outreach for
implementation contractors (ICs). By June, the program began its first installations in the
first qualified LIMF project. Four ICs were initially selected and trained in LIMF protocols
in June; training of 4 more ICs was completed in August; 2 additional ICs were selected
in August and trained in early September. By the close of the program, the LIMF DI
work had been distributed among 10 ICs (many of which additionally used
subcontracting firms), 1 materials supplier, and 1 appliance installer.
Early LIMF DI project enrollment was slow due primarily to an initial lack of knowledge
among affordable housing providers of the DC SEU concept and its offerings.
Subsequent targeted marketing and outreach improved program reach. Several
successful outreach strategies were used, including working through key influential
leaders in each Ward, and contracting with ICs for outreach services.
In addition, the Contract’s definition of low‐income contained restrictions that
prevented the DC SEU from being able to serve efficiently a wide swath of customers. A
modified definition of low‐income was proposed and tested to assess whether the
definition common in the affordable housing world would allow the program to reach
more low‐income projects and households. Of a total of 51 projects served in FY 2011, 4
projects were brought in using the modified definition. The modified definition allowed
the program to reach 413 low‐income units that would not otherwise have been eligible
for service, using the original definition of low‐income, which requires that 66% of units
in a building be eligible (at or below 60% of state median income) to qualify for services.
The DC SEU also developed quality control and quality assurance protocols as ICs began
their work. In addition to the classroom training for ICs, DC SEU staff accompanied ICs
on their first site visits, during which additional training was provided and specific
feedback given to crew leaders and project managers. In most cases, a follow‐up visit
was scheduled for each IC for an additional half‐day during their first week of
installations. Once the QC / QA protocols were established, onsite inspections were
conducted for each project, with feedback provided to the relevant IC within 24 hours of
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the site visit. In addition to validating the quantity of installations and accuracy of
reporting, DC SEU project management staff assessed the quality of the ICs’ installations
and reported those assessments back to the Implementation Contractors.
Highlights. The LIMF program worked with 51 different projects, and installed the
following measures in more than 4,700 residential units:
•
•
•
•

More than 43,000 CFL bulbs
10,000 low‐flow water devices
240 ENERGY STAR refrigerators
Hundreds of hot water tanks and pipes were insulated

Next steps. The LIMF program expects to ramp down its Quick‐Start activity in October,
and transfer basic programming to a more sustainable approach in FY 2012.
3.6.1.2 Program Status

;Program for FY 2011 is concluded, with targets met
The LIMF DI Quick‐Start Program exceeded its targets in terms of numbers of units
reached and other key metrics.
3.6.1.3 Program Participation Data
Table 3. LIMF Quick‐Start Program performance in FY 2011, by Ward

Ward

Projects
in
Pipeline*

Projects Enrolled

Number

Number

Year to
Date

12
16
2
14
27
20
22
60
173

2
3
1
1
3
4
4
9
27

4
5
1
1
9
6
6
19
51

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
TOTAL

Residential Units
Served
Number
97
625
96
45
618
368
219
1925
3,993

Year to
Date
293
625
96
45
1,052
404
219
1,976
4,710

*Pipeline is defined as a specific lead about a particular building or project to which an initial
outreach call has been made. The numbers presented in the Pipeline column are cumulative for
the Contract Base Year.
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3.6.2

Small Commercial Direct Installation
3.6.2.1 Program Description and Accomplishments
Following several months of obtaining and following up leads for small commercial
direct installation work, and beginning implementation in the late summer, the Small
Commercial Direct Installation Quick‐Start Program was significantly active in the final
six weeks of Contract Period 1. In September, the SCDI staff spent a substantial amount
of time vetting already existing lists of applicable businesses and connecting those
businesses to ICs. A majority of the activity was in overseeing the intensive effort
applied to the installation phase described in this Quick‐Start’s Program Plan. The
month also marked a concentrated process of selecting and inspecting installations, as
part of the quality control and quality assurance processes. In total, 25% of all
businesses served were inspected for compliance with program protocols. In all,
hundreds of eligible businesses were served in September.
With regard to implementation, the program’s 4 ICs were fully engaged in assessing and
installing program measures in all Wards. Earlier issues with product supply were
addressed and have all been resolved. In fact, the last energy efficiency measures to
arrive—air conditioners—have now all been installed.
Staff continued their conversations with the Small Business Program at DDOE, Business
Improvement Districts, Ward‐level government officials, religious associations, and
homeless shelters in an effort to find as many potential applicable businesses as
possible. Many of the businesses found through these channels were served.
Highlights. The SCDI program deployed canvassers who visited more than 1,000 small
businesses throughout every Ward in the District. An estimated 100 small businesses in
each Ward received, at a minimum, a walk‐through energy assessment from an
Implementation Contractor. Altogether, 750 business customers received services,
installing:
•
•
•
•
•

More than 16,000 CFLs
1,300 LEDs
300 electric hot water tanks and piping
42 pre‐rinse spray valves in food preparation kitchens
157 new ENERGY STAR air conditioning units, following the assessments of more
than 300 air conditioning units

Next steps. In October, the program will continue with “cleaning up” many of the
projects that were assessed and enrolled, but which were not completed‐‐chiefly
because of conflicts with the owners’ schedules and the proposed installation schedules.
With this ramping down of the implementation effort, the DC SEU quality assurance
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process will be active in the field, reviewing installations and providing feedback to
contractors.
3.6.2.2

Program Status

;Program is concluded for FY 2011, with targets met
The SCDI program will ramp down, and transition to a set of more advanced services
for new initiatives as they are developed and implemented.
3.6.2.3

Program Participation Data
Table 4. SCDI Quick‐Start Program performance for FY 2011, by Ward

Ward

Projects
Enrolled
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Shelters
TOTAL

3.6.3

Businesses Served
(Completed Projects)
Number
(September)

130
94
79
126
100
136
142
159
19
985

75
64
36
21
16
11
86
6
19
334

Year to Date
130
64
36
126
76
86
111
106
19
754

Existing Single Family Homes
3.6.3.1 Program Description and Accomplishments
As described in previous reporting, the Single‐Family Quick‐Start program offered half‐
day visits to single‐family existing homes for small‐scale retrofit activity in targeted
neighborhoods. The work was carried out by qualified ICs. Participants were recruited
through door‐to‐door canvassing (see Section 3.2.3, Consumer Education and
Marketing, Program Accomplishments) and through neighborhood meetings. The goal
was to complete approximately 200 projects by the conclusion of Contract Period 1.
Highlights. With a census of 169 single‐family homes receiving services, DC SEU field
staff installed the following measures:
•
•

157 low‐flow faucet aerators
27 electric insulated hot water heaters
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•
•
•
•

612 linear feet of hot water pipe insulation
77 low‐flow showerheads
432 CFLs
249 air sealing/insulation measures

Next steps. The DC SEU will continue operating the SFQS in a limited form through
October, as it transitions to its FY 2012 initiatives. The primary focus of the remaining
SFQS work will be on providing services to customers who were enrolled through the
Grassroots Campaign efforts, but for whom work could not be scheduled until after
September 30. During this brief period in FY 2012, the DC SEU will also work with ICs
and customers to ensure that any lingering quality assurance issues are resolved
satisfactorily.
3.6.3.2 Program Status

;Program is concluded for FY 2011, with targets met
3.6.3.3 Program Participation Data
Table 5. Single‐Family Existing Homes Quick‐Start Program performance for FY 2011, by Ward

Ward

Projects
Enrolled,
Year to Date
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
TOTAL

3.6.4

36
11
20
27
35
35
36
48
248

Residential Units Served
Number
(September)

Year to Date

31
7
3
17
26
23
23
27
159

31
7
3
18
28
28
23
31
169

Renewable Energy—Commercial Solar Hot Water and Rooftop PV
3.6.4.1 Program Description and Accomplishments
Upon approval of the Renewable Energy Quick‐Start Program Plan in mid‐August 2011,
the DC SEU procured the requisite equipment for the Commercial Solar Water effort at
four sites (six systems). The first two installations were completed in mid‐September;
the remaining two in late September.
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The DC SEU used the existing waiting list from the District Department of the
Environment’s Renewable Energy Incentive program to reinvigorate DC’s solar market,
which has been lagging because of uncertainty around the Renewable Portfolio
Standards, incentives, and funding. In mid‐August, applicants at the top of the list were
notified of an opportunity to obtain the older, higher level of funding if they acted very
quickly. Fifteen successful applications were returned, representing 74 kW of capacity
and 89 MWh of expected annual generation, and accounting for $192,298 paid out in
incentives.
Next steps. Quality assurance inspections will occur in the coming months to assure
completion and operation of PV systems consistent with REIP rules. Renewable energy
programs will be designed in FY 2012 for implementation in subsequent periods.
3.6.4.2 Program Status

; Program is concluded, with targets met
3.6.4.3 Program Participation Data
Table 6. Renewable Energy Quick‐Start Program performance for FY 2011, by Ward
Projects Enrolled for
Commercial Hot Water Program
Ward

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
TOTAL
3.6.5

Number
of
Collectors

Number of
Units Served
(September)

0
44
0
0
0
128
0
46
218

0
387
0
0
0
1,150
0
300
1,837

Year to
Date
0
387
0
0
0
1,150
0
300
1,837

Residential Units with
Rooftop PV Projects Completed
(Incentive Checks Sent)
Capacity of
Number of
Program
Residential
Year to
Installations Units Served
Date
(kW)
(September)
12.790
3
3
0
0
0
18.970
3
3
14.420
2
2
7.055
2
2
20.859
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
74.094
15
15

Lost Opportunities Initiative—a Quick‐Start Program
3.6.5.1 Program Description
The C&I Lost Opportunities Initiative targets “market events”—the moments in which a
business owner makes a decision to make significant changes to the business, whether it
is replacing old equipment, renovating a building, or beginning new construction. With
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information and assistance from energy efficiency experts, those decisions can be
influenced to result in the purchase and installation of efficient equipment and
measures. This initiative offers comprehensive efficiency services, including financial
incentives (covering measure, design, and analysis costs); technical and design
assistance; and coordination services to assist consumers, design professionals, vendors,
and contractors in overcoming the barriers to installing efficient equipment. From a
customer perspective, the Lost Opportunities Initiative provides sufficient analytical
information to customers to demonstrate economic benefits from electricity and
natural gas savings.
The initiative was very effective in FY 2011 in finding and catalyzing three projects with
an incentive value of over $262,475.The program design called for direct outreach with
Department of General Services (DGS) through the Office of Public Education Facilities
Modernization, the University of the District of Columbia, the Willard Hotel Project, and
the DC Central Kitchen. Three of the four received incentive and design assistance in
2011 and the Willard Hotel project is ongoing.
These projects leveraged over $2 million in project costs. As the name of the initiative
implies, had it not been for the DC SEU incentives, these energy projects would not have
happened. The program began in July 2011 and will evolve into a more robust offering
in FY 2012. In Contract Period 1, the initiative budget of $350,000 was entirely
expended.
Next steps. This initiative was intended only for Contract Period 1; lost opportunity
programming for future years will be undertaken as market opportunities present
themselves appropriately, and they are considered within the goals of the DC SEU.
3.6.5.2 Program Status

;

Program is successful

The initiative produced noteworthy results, and successfully accomplished its
objectives in an especially short amount of time.
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3.6.5.3 Program Participation Data
Table 7. Lost Opportunities Quick‐Start Program performance in FY 2011, by Ward

Ward

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
TOTAL

3.6.6

Projects
Enrolled

Businesses Served

Number

Number
(September)

Year to Date

0
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
4

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
3

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
3

Grassroots Campaign Quick‐Start Program
3.6.6.1 Program Description and Accomplishments
With several months of DC SEU activity under way in the early Summer, August and
September provided a particularly appropriate time for a wider launch of the DC SEU
brand. The DC SEU developed an initiative to drive broader participation in Contract
Year 2—combining grassroots action with consumer education for residents.
The Grassroots Consumer Education Quick‐Start Program coincided with Mayor Gray’s
Sustainability Challenge for the District. The initiative provided an opportunity to deliver
valuable consumer education and to broaden District‐wide awareness of the DC SEU. It
also helped build a database of early adopters interested in participating in future DC
SEU programming, to audiences beyond those reached by the other targeted Quick‐
Start programs of Contract Period 1.
To accomplish the dual goal of mobilizing a grassroots effort and driving a consumer
education agenda—and as a complement to the DC SEU’s mass media advertising
campaign and press events—the DC SEU used door‐to‐door canvassing in all Wards to
implement the objective.
The Grassroots Campaign engaged approximately 200 canvassers for this effort, and
helped the three primary Quick‐Start programs (LIMF, SCDI, and SFQS) meet and exceed
their goals.
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3.6.6.2 Program Status

;

Program is successful

The Grassroots campaign met all expectations and produced valuable results.

3.7 Ensure green job creation
3.7.1

Performance Benchmark Description

Contract Section B.10.3.7, Full‐time Equivalent (FTE) Green Jobs. The Performance Benchmark
requires the tracking of:(1) total FTE green jobs resulting from DC SEU expenditures (for every
$200,000 of DC SEU investment 2,080 person‐hours of work, or 1 FTE must result), whether
District residents are placed into those FTE green jobs or not; (2) the number of FTEs of green
jobs occupied by District residents not earning a Living Wage; and (3) the total number of FTE
green jobs occupied by District residents earning a Living Wage. The Contract defines a “green
job” as any job “created from SEU expenditures…whether the job is on the payroll of the SEU or
contracted out,” and is “further defined as being held by a District resident who is paid a living
wage.”The Contractor qualifies for a portion of at‐risk compensation if it achieves 80% (26.4
FTE) of the target for this Performance Benchmark.
3.7.2

Performance Benchmark Status

;

The minimum threshold (26.4 FTE green jobs) for this Performance Benchmark was
exceeded, with 27.84 FTE green jobs, or 84.4% of the target 33 FTE green jobs.

The total number of FTEs created as a result of DC SEU expenditures was 40.2, of which 27.84
FTE positions were held by District residents (thus qualifying as “green jobs” under the
Contract’s definition), with the remaining FTE positions being held by non‐District residents.
Table 8 presents the distribution of 357 total hires for DC SEU work through the end of Contract
Period 1. See Table 11 for total hours of work performed by District and Non‐District residents.
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Table 8. Job titles, by Ward
Job Title
Accounting Manager
Administrative Assistant
Canvasser
Communications Liaison
Compliance Assistant
Compliance Executive
Compliance Executive
Data Entry
Field Support
HR Representative
Installer(s)
Market Analysis
Researcher
Market Transformation
Advisor
Market Transformations
Associate
Marketing Assistant
Marketing Manager
Operations
Program Manager
Project Assistant
Project Specialist
Public Affairs Manager
Support Staff
Workforce Development
Manager

Cumulative total hires
(headcount)

Ward
1
1
37
1

1
2

Ward
2

Ward
3

Ward
4

Ward
5

15

1
4

2
11

1
40

1
1
3

1
2

8

Ward
6
1
12

Ward
7

Ward
8

2
30

1
65

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

22

22

7

9

2
1

2
1

4
1

1
4
1
1
1
3

1
1

2

1

1
4

5

1

2

1

6

1

1

58

2
7
214
1
2
1
0
3
4
1
75
2

1

3

Total

1
2
4
5
2
1
1
22
1

23

9

25

60

30

62

90

357

3.7.2.1 Contracting
Contracting work for the DC SEU covered two primary efforts in Contract Period 1: (1)
implementation contracting for the Quick‐Start programs; and (2) advisory services for
implementation, research, administration (IT, human resources, etc.), logistics, and
community outreach. Both implementation and advisory efforts relate to the fulfillment
of contract obligations and benchmarks. Of particular note is the Contract requirement
(Contract Section C.2.3.2) that a minimum of 35% of the Implementation Contracts must
be attributable to contracts with CBEs. Of a total of 36 subcontractors, 21 were CBEs.
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Nearly 75% of the total amount paid to contractors went to CBE contractors—more than
double the contract requirement.

3.7.2.2 Total number of DOES referrals hired
Table 9 provides basic information about the total number of referrals from the
Department of Employment Services (DOES). The DC SEU did not receive Ward
information from DOES referrals. Therefore, only the Total column for the DOES referral
line is completed.
Table 9. Number of DOES referrals hired
Ward
1
Total referrals
Hires of DOES
referrals

4

Ward
2

0

0

Ward
3
0

Ward
4
1

Ward
5
0

Ward
6
0

Ward
7
0

Ward
8
0

Total

%

50

100%

1

2.0%

Summary of Progress and Highlights for the Fiscal Period (March 24, 2011 –
September 30, 2011)

This District initiative presents an interesting mix of policy goals not found elsewhere in the United
States. The DC SEU uniquely combines an energy goal as a core, foundational expectation with a deep
commitment to low‐income programming, to generating local economic activity, and to creating real
and meaningful jobs for District residents. This effort is logistically and programmatically challenging, but
its success means that it has set a new standard for effectiveness in delivering energy efficiency services.
These objectives are not always in alignment with one another, which should not be cause to abandon
any component part. Rather, it should be cause to acknowledge then that the extra effort is worth
making. The DC SEU is pleased to have successfully merged these goals through the first period of its
operation.
The challenging work of the DC SEU has resulted in outcomes exceeding the expectations in the Contract
and initial program design. The budget has been expended on delivering energy efficiency services to
residents and businesses throughout the District; the three planned Quick‐Start Programs were all
launched on time or ahead of schedule, and have delivered results that meet or exceed expectations;
three more Quick‐Start initiatives, not initially anticipated at the proposal and contracting stage, were
designed, launched, and implemented.
With the close of Contract Period 1, the DC SEU has met both the CBE and green jobs requirements
expected of it, with 74% of total subcontracted expenditures carried out by CBE contractors
(requirement was 51%), and with more than the minimum threshold of 80% met for the goal for
creating green jobs. This Contract Period 1 effort demonstrates that the core businesses and workforce
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exist in the District to perform the energy efficiency and renewable energy service delivery to create the
sustainable energy future the City desires. As a result of DC SEU initiatives, the workforce now includes
70 well‐trained and experienced installers and administrative support employees who were trained via
special DC SEU programs, working for 16 Implementation Contractors (15 of which are CBE firms).
Without the DC SEU, these businesses and employees would likely not have received the mutual benefit
of DC resident employment, nor would they have acquired the lasting expertise and capacity they now
have. The benefits to DC from this effort alone constitute a success story unto itself.
The DC SEU is pleased to have delivered 48% of its programming to low‐income residents in this first
cycle of operation, easily beating the expectation on this front. Additionally, the DC SEU met the
requirements to map its spending appropriately to the source of funds, having spent 75% of funds on
electricity‐related initiatives and 25% on thermal initiatives.
One additional goal of the DC SEU, though not a contractual one, was to create “buzz” or momentum in
the District among residents and the business community, alike. As a complement to the successful
Quick‐Start programming, the DC SEU engaged in a wide array of events and marketing initiatives to
assure that residents learned of the opportunity to gain some measure of control over their energy bills.
This also lays a wonderful platform for programming in the years ahead.
Of equal importance to the success of Contract Period 1 is the strength of planning and programming for
FY 2012. The Strategic Planning Analysis and Annual Plan, completed on time in early September,
provides a well‐defined roadmap for future work for the DC SEU, informed by the extensive market
research. Workforce development will again be key to moving the work of the DC SEU forward, and to
fulfilling the city’s vision to be not just a greener capital, but to be the nation’s Green Capital.
Even though the project suffered a significant setback with the death of its intended Managing Director,
Blair Hamilton, operations and project management proceeded sufficiently to deliver the results
reflected in this Annual Report. In addition, the original plan to phase out the Vermont‐based staff, who
came to the District to assist in starting up the DC SEU, is on track and will continue to proceed in the
first quarter of FY 2012. That is, well‐qualified and well‐trained replacements have been and continue to
be recruited, hired, trained, and mentored.
Contract Period 1 was also one in which the physical location of the DC SEU offices shifted from
temporary quarters to permanent quarters on M Street SE. Therefore, in nearly all critical measures, in
the span of just over six months, the DC SEU has essentially met its performance goals for the year,
established well‐informed programming approaches for FY 2012 and beyond, and secured both
permanent employees and permanent office space, so that stabilized operations will be in place in the
years ahead.
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5

Summary of Progress in Achieving Milestones and the FY 2011 Performance
Benchmarks
Table 10. Status of completion of DC SEU Activity Milestones, Performance Benchmarks,
and Contract Deliverables

Contract
Reference
B.10.3.1

B.10.3.2

B.10.3.3

B.10.3.4

B.10.3.5

Description
MILESTONE:
Deployment of IT / MIS
MILESTONE:
Completion of Consumer
Education and Marketing
Plan
MILESTONE:
Completion of strategic
market analysis and
program design

MILESTONE:
Development of IC
qualification and
certification criteria
MILESTONE:
Delivery of training
sessions for ICs and trade
allies
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Indicator of Achievement
Satisfactory demonstration
that KITT data system is ready
for initial functional use
Submission of the plan, and
approved by DDOE

Evidence of
Achievement
Demonstration
conducted August 11,
2011
Plan submitted August
25, 2011

Submission of the plan for FY
2012 and approved by DDOE
(see also contract
DELIVERABLE Item 0008 and
DELIVERABLE item 0010). By
mutual agreement, this
MILESTONE (strategic market
analysis) and the related
DELIVERABLE (annual plan)
were combined into a single
document, due September 1.
Submission of the criteria and
approved by DDOE

Documents submitted
September 1, 2011;
presentation on
September 7, 2011

Submission of a report on the
completion of the first round
of training sessions

Submitted as part of DC
SEU Quarterly Report on
July 10, 2011

Document submitted
September 26, 2011
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Contract
Reference
B.10.3.6

Description
MILESTONE:
Implementation of the
three designated Quick‐
Start programs proposed
by the Contractor

B.10.3.7

BENCHMARK:
Green job creation

Item 0001

DELIVERABLE:
Monthly, Quarterly, and
Annual Reports
DELIVERABLE:
Protocols to track and
resolve complaints about
the Contractor,
subcontractors, trade
allies, and Implementation
Contractors (C.1.4)
DELIVERABLE:
Resource Guide for
potential ICs and DC SEU
employees – workforce
training requirements,
educational opportunities,
and related information

Item 0005

Item 0006
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Indicator of Achievement
Submission of evidence that
each of the programs has
been made available to
District consumers:
• Low‐income
Multifamily
• Commercial Direct
Installation
• Existing Single Homes

•

At least 80% of 33 FTE
green jobs (District
residents)
• 100% paid Living
Wage or above
Due 30 days from the closing
date of each period

Evidence of
Achievement
Low‐income:
May 22, 2011 (Contract
Deliver able Item 0002
required date: May 23)
Commercial Direct
Installation:
June 22, 2011
(Deliverable Item 0003
required date: June 22)
Existing Single Homes:
June 27, 2011
(Deliverable Item 0004
required date: July 21)
• 27.84 green job FTE
District hires
• 100% paid the Living
Wage or above
All reports have been
completed on time

Due 90 days from date of
award (June 22)

August 4

Due 90 days from date of
award (June 22)

First draft submitted July
15, 2011; final draft
September 19, 2011
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Contract
Reference
Item 0007

Item 0008

Item 0009

Item 0010

Item 0011

6

Description

Indicator of Achievement

DELIVERABLE:
Analysis and proposed
benchmark and
performance incentive for
the requirement to reduce
the growth of energy
demand of the District of
Columbia’s largest energy
users (SectionI.3.5 of
Attachment J.2)
DELIVERABE:
Comprehensive strategic
planning analysis to
support program planning
for the SEU contract
DELIVERABLE:
Data collection protocols
that facilitate the EM&V of
the energy saved by the
SEU’s programs (Section
C.6)
DELIVERABLE:
Annual Plan that analyzes
data and information from
the annual report, EM&V
reports, and strategic
planning.

Due 9 months from date of
award.

DELIVERABLE:
Technical Reference
Manual

By end of contract period

Due 9 months from date of
award. See comment in
MILESTONE for B.10.3.3, for
mutually agreed‐upon
deliverable.
Due 90 days from date of
award

Due 60 days prior to the end
of September 30

Evidence of
Achievement
N / A for Contract Period
1; due date is in FY 2012.

Submitted September 1,
2011, and presented
September 7.

To be submitted in FY
2012, per mutual
agreement, pending the
acquisition of utility data
relating to avoided
electricity costs.
By mutual agreement,
the Annual Plan was
submitted with the
Strategic Plan on
September 1, and
presented on September
7
By mutual agreement,
this deliverable has been
tabled, pending
completion of EM&V
protocols (see
DELIVERABLE Item
0009).

Total FTE Hires of District Residents

Throughout FY 2011, the DC SEU created 27.84 FTE green jobs filled by District residents. Job types
ranged across the full spectrum of employment appropriate for the successful delivery of energy
efficiency services. Table 11 presents a comprehensive list of job types, job titles, Ward information for
each position, and hours spent for each position. The categories presented in Table 11 map to the DC
SEU’s organization chart.
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Table 11.Total hours of work performed by District and Non‐District residents

Job Title

Ward
(if
District
Resident)

District
Resident FTE
Green Jobs,
in Hours

EXECUTIVE
Managing Director
N/A
OPERATIONS
Director of Operations
N/A
Quick‐Start Programs (Management, support, field work)
Development Manager
N/A
Installer(s)
1
85.00
Installer(s)
2
357.95
Installer(s)
3
114.50
Installer(s)
4
892.00
Installer(s)
5
2,034.00
Installer(s)
6
784.75
Installer(s)
7
1,249.00
Installer(s)
8
2,634.82
Installer(s)
N/A
Program Manager
1
885.25
Program Manager
5
2,780.55
Program Manager
7
57.00
Program Manager
N/A
Project Assistant
1
447.00
Project Assistant
5
536.75
Project Manager
5
1,100.50
Project Manager
N/A
Project Specialist
2
257.75
Project Specialist
N/A
Support Staff
1
111.00
Support Staff
2
523.50
Support Staff
4
170.50
Support Staff
5
156.50
Support Staff
6
499.00
Support Staff
7
549.00
Support Staff
8
476.50
Support Staff
N/A
Subtotal Quick‐Start
16,702.82
Workforce Development
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Non‐
District
Resident
FTEs,
in Hours

Total FTEs,
in Hours

863

863

1,228.5

1,228.50

547.00

547.00
85.00
357.95
114.50
892.00
2,034.00
784.75
1,249.00
2,634.82
2,943.05
885.25
2,780.55
57.00
2,156.25
447.00
536.75
1,100.50
2,160.21
257.75
80.50
111.00
523.50
170.50
156.50
499.00
549.00
476.50
7,851.35
32,441.18

2,943.05

2,156.25

2,160.21
80.50

7,851.35
15,738.36
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Job Title

Workforce Development Manager
Operations
Operations
Subtotal Workforce Development

Ward
(if
District
Resident)

District
Resident FTE
Green Jobs,
in Hours

1
1
N/A

SUPPORT SERVICES
Administration (including HR, Accounting, IT)
Accounting Manager
1
Accounting Manager
6
Accounting Manager
N/A
Administration Manager
N/A
Administrative Assistant
7
Administrative Assistant
8
Administrative Assistant
N/A
Data Entry
5
Data Entry
7
Data Entry
8
HR Representative
2
HR Representative
N/A
IT Manager
N/A
Receptionist
N/A
Subtotal Administration
Consumer Education and Marketing
Marketing Assistant
5
Marketing Assistant
5
Marketing Manager
1
Marketing Manager
6
Marketing Manager
N/A
Subtotal Consumer Education
Compliance
Compliance Assistant
5
Compliance Assistant
5
Compliance Assistant
7
Compliance Executive
5
Compliance Executive
N/A
Compliance Manager
N/A
Legal
N/A
Subtotal Compliance
DC SEU Annual Report 2011

Non‐
District
Resident
FTEs,
in Hours

834.65
181.50
1,016.15

4.50
4.50

30.00
2.00

744.00
264.00
2.00
2,091.88

823.00
823.00

144.00
144.00
1,015.00
357.50
823.00
2,339.50

222.00
769.75
1.00
992.75

289.00
1,180.00
1,015.00
1,633.00
222.00
769.75
1.00
4,820.75

1,224.50
417.25
261.01
80.00
258.00
64.00
236.00

144
144.00
1,015.00
357.50
1,516.50
289.00
1,180.00
1,015.00
1,633.00

3,828.00

834.65
181.5
4.5
1,020.65

30.00
2.00
178.37
642.50
1,224.50
417.25
261.01
80.00
258.00
64.00
236.00
744.00
264.00
2.00
4,403.63

178.37
642.50

2,311.75

Total FTEs,
in Hours
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Job Title

Ward
(if
District
Resident)

District
Resident FTE
Green Jobs,
in Hours

Non‐
District
Resident
FTEs,
in Hours

PLANNING, POLICY, & PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Public Affairs
Public Affairs Manager
6
643.50
Subtotal Public Affairs
643.50
Community Outreach
Canvasser
1
3,344.70
Canvasser
2
2,995.13
Canvasser
3
1,447.36
Canvasser
4
2,548.82
Canvasser
5
3,083.50
Canvasser
6
2,236.00
Canvasser
7
1,973.50
Canvasser
8
3,174.98
Canvasser
N/A
162.04
Communications Liaison
1
13.50
Program Manager
6
958.73
Field Support
1
630.00
Field Support
2
382.55
Field Support
3
653.00
Field Support
4
325.00
Field Support
5
539.25
Field Support
7
964.00
Field Support
N/A
1,069.51
Support Staff
5
1,230.00
Support Staff
N/A
157.15
Operations
1
635.50
Operations
5
480.00
Operations
N/A
702.55
Leader
5
801.50
Leader
8
323.00
Subtotal Community Outreach
28,740.02
2,091.25
Market Transformation
Market Transformation Advisor
1
30.00
Market Transformation Advisor
3
71.7
Market Transformation Advisor
N/A
813.00
Market Transformation Associate
1
300.00
Market Transformation Associate
4
92.50
DC SEU Annual Report 2011

Total FTEs,
in Hours

643.50
643.50
3,344.70
2,995.13
1,447.36
2,548.82
3,083.50
2,236.00
1,973.50
3,174.98
162.04
13.50
958.73
630.00
382.55
653.00
325.00
539.25
964.00
1,069.51
1,230.00
157.15
635.50
480.00
702.55
801.50
323.00
30,831.27
30.00
71.7
813.00
300.00
92.50
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Job Title

Market Transformation Associate
Analyst
Support Staff
Subtotal Market Transformation
Market Analysis and Finance
Analyst
Market Analysis Researcher
Market Analysis Researcher
Project Manager
Subtotal Market Analysis / Finance

Ward
(if
District
Resident)

District
Resident FTE
Green Jobs,
in Hours

N/A
N/A
1

N/A
4
N/A
N/A

97.50
591.70

Non‐
District
Resident
FTEs,
in Hours
488.75
97.00
1,398.75
131.00

78.00

78.00

223.62
122.46
477.08

Total FTEs,
in Hours
488.75
97.00
97.50
1,990.45
131.00
78.00
223.62
122.46
555.08

TOTALS
Total FTE Job Hours
57,913.19
25,709.07
27.84
12.36
Total FTE Jobs (Hours / 2,080)
* All DC SEU jobs are paid at or above the Living Wage of $12.50 per hour

7

83,622.26
40.20

Attachments
Attachment 1 ‐ All Financial Activity
Attachment 2 – Annual Budget for FY 2012
Attachment 3 – Marketing Materials and Branding Activity
Attachment 4 –DC SEU Outreach Activity
Attachment 5 – Building the DC SEU’s Future Work
Attachment 6 – Workforce Development Strategy
Attachment 7 – Statement of Compliance
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ATTACHMENT 1

DDOE
2011 DC SEU Program Budget
TOTAL ACTUAL SPENDING SUMMARY
March
Invoice
Labor Spending
Internal Labor
Fringes
Total Labor

$7,383
$2,997
$10,380

April
Invoice

June
Invoice

July
Invoice

August
Invoice

Sept
Invoice

$92,819
$37,685
$130,504

$99,519
$40,405
$139,924

$114,082
$46,317
$160,399

$120,583
$48,957
$169,540

$255,699

$420,301

$401,339 $1,992,474

$230
$24,300

$11,736
$2,156
$8,100
$1,957
$235
$510

$24,428
$1,899
$47,338
$2,256
$392
$55

$21,172
$2,256
$21,497
$5,062
$4,636
$80,947

$35,421
$14,381
$49,802

May
Invoice
$69,258
$28,119
$97,377

Incentive Incentive Incentive
Invoice #1 Invoice #2 Invoice #3

$0

$0

2011 Final
Spending

2011
Contract
Budget

Variance

$0

$539,065
$218,861
$757,926

$944,690
$375,042
$1,319,732

$405,625
$156,181
$561,806

$2,172,538
$639,803
$580,790
$499,457
$24,500
$130,225
$19,200
$20,300
$3,400
$550
$5,000
$9,100
$100,807
$35,638
$326,319
$4,567,627

($897,275)
$639,803
$33,937
($221,058)
$13,514
($45,304)
($23,974)
$9,462
($133,044)
$550
$5,000
$9,100
$100,807
$35,638
($48,619)
($521,463)

Non ‐ Labor Spending
Subcontractor
Teaming Partners
Incentives
Materials
Phone / Internet
Travel
Copy / Printing
Postage / Shipping
Conf/ Mem/ Training
Office Expense
Equipment
Software Expense
Occupancy
Depreciation
Other Expenses
Total Non ‐ Labor Spending

$1,104

$38,974
$76,833

$19,352
$44,046

$12,868
$344,935

$92,447
$648,318

$106,474
$104,823
$614,146 $3,359,709

$0

$0

$0

$3,069,813
$0
$546,853
$720,515
$10,986
$175,529
$43,174
$10,838
$136,444
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$374,938
$5,089,090

Total Direct Spending

$11,484

$126,635

$141,423

$475,439

$788,242

$774,545 $3,529,249

$0

$0

$0

$5,847,016

$5,887,359

$40,343

$11,484

$126,635

$141,423

$475,439

$788,242

$774,545 $2,982,396

$0

$0

$0

$5,300,163

$5,306,569

$6,406

$2,274

$25,074

$28,002

$94,137

$156,072

$149,736

$1,007,038

$939,263

($67,775)

$0 $6,854,054

$6,826,622

($27,432)

Alloction Basis
VEIC Allocations
Indirect Allocations
Total Spending

$218
$886

$227
$13,102

$33,416
$3,052
$23,935
$13,780
$1,586
$30,564

$546,853
$629,763
$1,178
$60,671
$20,119
$3,759
$68

$551,743

$13,759 $151,709 $169,425 $569,576 $944,314 $924,281 $4,080,992

Operations Fee 4%
Performance Fee
Mar ‐ Aug Indirect Rate Adj

$550

Total Spending Including Fee

$14,309

$6,068

$6,777

$22,783

$37,773

$36,971

$0

$0

$200,000

$40,000

$60,000

$274,162
$300,000
($27,568)

$273,065
$300,000

($1,097)
$0
$27,568

$200,000

$40,000

$60,000 $7,400,648

$7,399,687

($961)

$163,240
($27,568)

$157,777

$176,202

$592,359

$982,086

$961,252 $4,216,663

DDOE
DC SEU Program Budget - 2012
TOTAL PROGRAM SPENDING BY DELIVERABLE

ATTACHMENT 2

Program Delivery

SUPPORTING SERVICES
Mgmt./ Administration Marketing (includes
Call Center/
(includes office,
non‐program
Customer
accounting, HR, IT,
specific community
Service
legal)
engagement)

Total DC SEU

Workforce
Development

Compliance

Development of
3rd Party
Financing

$132,228
$52,495
$184,723

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$902,106
$358,136
$1,260,242

$2,587,427
$1,027,209
$3,614,636

$0
$105,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$105,000

$0
$70,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$70,000

$0
$125,000
$0
$0
$0
$2,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$127,000

$0
$165,000
$0
$0
$0
$2,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$167,000

$0
$85,000
$0
$0
$0
$2,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$87,000

$0
$679,000
$0
$0
$54,985
$31,000
$54,985
$54,985
$54,985
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$375,000
$0
$441,600
$1,746,538

$823,895
$1,467,535
$3,347,000
$849,451
$64,825
$98,680
$64,825
$64,825
$64,825
$0
$9,841
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$375,000
$0
$441,600
$7,672,303

$121,724

$105,000

$254,723

$127,000

$167,000

$87,000

$3,006,780

$11,286,939

$139,900

$21,545

$18,585

$45,086

$22,479

$29,559

$15,399

$532,200

$1,405,369

$930,294

$143,269

$123,585

$299,809

$149,479

$196,559

$102,399

$3,538,980

$12,692,308

($102,399)
($102,399)

($1,593,586)
($930,294)
($143,269)
($123,585)
($299,809)
($149,479)
($196,559)
($102,399)
($3,538,980)

Low Income

Market Rate
Residential

Total Labor

$540,282
$214,492
$754,774

$321,727
$127,726
$449,453

$776,683
$308,343
$1,085,026

$46,629
$18,512
$65,141

$1,685,321
$669,073
$2,354,394

$499,929
$198,472
$698,401

$182,816
$72,578
$255,394

$87,133
$34,592
$121,724

$0
$0
$0

Non ‐ Labor Spending
Subcontractor
Teaming Partners
Incentives
Materials
Phone / Internet
Travel
Copy / Printing
Postage / Shipping
Conferences/Memberships/Staff Training
Office Expense
Equipment
Equipment Rentals
Maint. & Repairs
IT Maint. Repairs
Software Expense
Insurance
Occupancy
Depreciation
Other Expenses
Total Non ‐ Labor Spending

$342,500
$55,000
$775,000
$716,563
$6,000
$27,000
$6,000
$6,000
$6,000
$0
$6,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,946,063

$169,275
$110,000
$497,000
$38,050
$3,000
$35,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$0
$3,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$864,325

$122,120
$623,535
$2,075,000
$94,839
$841
$5,680
$841
$841
$841
$0
$841
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,925,378

$190,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$190,000

$823,895
$788,535
$3,347,000
$849,451
$9,841
$67,680
$9,841
$9,841
$9,841
$0
$9,841
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$5,925,765

$0
$54,000
$0
$0
$50,385
$25,000
$50,385
$50,385
$50,385
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$375,000
$0
$0
$655,538

$0
$75,000
$0
$0
$4,600
$0
$4,600
$4,600
$4,600
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$441,600
$535,000

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Total Direct Spending

$2,700,836

$1,313,778

$4,010,404

$255,141

$8,280,159

$1,353,939

$790,394

$340,873

$144,570

$342,566

$45,160

$873,169

$239,647

Subtotal/Allocation Basis

$3,041,709

$1,458,347

$4,352,970

$300,301

$9,153,328

$1,593,586

DC Supporting Services Allocations
Mgmt./Administration
Marketing
Call Center/ Customer Support
Public Affairs
Program Planning
Workforce Development
Compliance
Development of 3rd Party Financing
Total DC Support

$529,559
$309,143
$47,609
$41,068
$99,628
$49,673
$65,318
$34,028
$1,176,026

$253,897
$148,218
$22,826
$19,690
$47,767
$23,816
$31,317
$16,315
$563,845

$757,848
$442,412
$68,133
$58,772
$142,578
$71,086
$93,476
$48,697
$1,683,003

$52,282
$30,521
$4,700
$4,055
$9,836
$4,904
$6,449
$3,359
$116,106

$1,593,586
$930,294
$143,269
$123,585
$299,809
$149,479
$196,559
$102,399
$3,538,980

($1,593,586)

Total Spending

$4,217,735

$2,022,193

$6,035,973

$416,408

$12,692,308

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$12,692,308

Operations Fee at 4%
Performance Fee
EM&V Set Aside
Total Spending Including Fee

$168,709

$80,888

$241,439

$16,656

$507,692

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$4,386,444

$2,103,080

$6,277,412

$433,064

$13,200,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$507,692
$600,000
$1,200,000
$15,000,000

Labor Spending
Internal Labor
Fringes

VEIC Allocations
Indirect Allocations

2 Summary by Program

C&I

Renewables

Sub Total

Public Affairs

Program
Planning

($930,294)
($143,269)
($123,585)
($299,809)
($149,479)
($196,559)
($1,593,586)

($930,294)

($143,269)

($123,585)

($299,809)

($149,479)

($196,559)

Sub Total

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
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ATTACHMENT 4

DC SEU Outreach Activity in Contract Period 1
Public Affairs, Governmental Affairs, Community Engagement

Public Affairs / Governmental Affairs activity throughout Contract Period 1
Date and Meeting
Key Officials
Outcome
May 4 – Pepco
DC SEU representatives:
George Nichols, Scott Johnstone,
David Barash

May 5 – DC Environmental
Network
DC SEU representative:
George Nichols
May 7 – Office of Peoples Counsel
Distributed Energy Generation
Workshop
DC SEU representative:
George Nichols
May 9 – MWCOG
DC SEU representatives:
George Nichols
Lilia Abron
May 10, 2011 ‐ DC Office of
Planning
DC SEU representatives:
George Nichols
Lilia Abron
May 12 – Public Service
Commission, AMI Consumer
Education Task Force
DC SEU representative:
George Nichols
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Dr. Donna Cooper, Vice President
for Government Affairs, SEU
Advisory Board
Stephen L. Sunderhauf, Manager of
Program Design and Evaluation
Manuel Vera, Demand Side
Management Commercial Program
Manager
Charles Driggs, Manager Demand
Side Management
Chris Weiss, Executive Director
Commissioner Rick Morgan

Pepco provided information on
previously operated Pepco
programs supported by the DDOE;
Pepco agreed to share aggregate
level data; leveraged opportunities
for information dissemination.

Commissioner Rick Morgan

Both Commissioner Morgan and
George Nichols participated in panel
discussion representing DC SEU

Joan Rolfs, Environmental
Resources Director

Commitment to further explore
COG facility for possible retrofit
project

Malakia Abernathy

Identification of business and other
resource contacts; maps of City

Linda Jordan, Director, Office of
Consumer Services
Sandra Mattavous‐Fyre, Acting
People’s Counsel

Smart Grid Issues; outreach
opportunities; policy development
collaboration
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Appears to be broad support for DC
Distributed Energy Generation
policy

ATTACHMENT 4
Date and Meeting

Key Officials

Outcome

May 16 – Introduce DC Water to
DC SEU and discussions
DC SEU representatives:
Scott Johnstone
George Nichols
Lilia Abron

Ernest Jolly, Senior Energy Manager

May 18 – DCPS, Mel Butler
DC SEU representatives:
Lilia Abron
George Nichols
Eric Belliveau

Mel Butler, Jr. PM, Program
Management Team
Sean Touhy
Stephen Kitterman

May 18 ‐ Downtown DC Business
Improvement District
DC SEU representative:
George Nichols

Scott Pomeroy, Sustainability
Manager

DCWater is the largest energy user
in the District. They have a peaking
load of 23 MW. We Identified
possible facility improvements
where the SEU could take maximum
advantage of the state‐of‐the‐art
energy generation facilities being
installed, and other energy
upgrades for leveraging
opportunities; data sharing;
educational collaboration.
Second meeting with DC Public
Schools. Future engagement will
require new approaches for how the
DC SEU can assist. Eric requested a
set of drawings for one of their
planned projects, and agreed to
examine it for energy efficiency
recommendations that perhaps DC
SEU could support in the future.
Possible policy collaboration on
distributed energy generation
opportunities.

June 3 – CBE IC Information from
DOES

DOES made a presentation to attendees

June 6 – SEU Advisory Board Meeting
DC SEU representatives:
Scott Johnstone
David Barash
Other DC SEU staff
June 6 – Meeting with
Councilmember Mary Cheh’s
Legislative Assistant for
Environmental Affairs, Matt Orlins
DC SEU representatives:
Scott Johnstone
George Nichols
Lilia Abron

SEU Advisory Board members

Matt Orlins

Relationship building. DC SEU received a
briefing and discussed process for
addressing issues of interest

July 9 – Ward 8 Economic
Development Summit
DC SEU representative:
George Nichols

Mayor Vincent Gray, Chairman
Kwame Brown, Councilmember
Marion Barry

Participated in summit discussions
on efforts to integrate coordinated
strategies for job creation,
economic development,
sustainability efforts. Possible
resource‐leveraging opportunities.

July 14 – Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI) Advisory Task
Force
DC SEU representative:
George Nichols

Linda Jordan, Chair, Advisory Task
Force; Director, Office of Consumer
Affairs, Public Service Commission

Relationship building and provided
input into AMI and Smart Meter
Outreach Program; received public
affairs contacts and introductions
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Raised awareness among CBEs of the
RFQ for Quick‐Start programs;
significantly increased support for DC
SEU activity
Progress, planning were reported and
discussed. Relationships strengthened
through open process.
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Date and Meeting

Key Officials

Outcome

July 20 – Greater Washington
Board of Trade
DC SEU representatives:
Scott Johnstone
George Nichols
July 26– Washington Gas

Jim Dinegar, President & CEO
Daniel Flores, VP, Regional
Government Relations
Bob Grow, Senior Director,
Government Relations
Bernice K. McIntyre, Esq.
Director, Regulatory Matters (Office
of the General Counsel),
Washington Gas Light Company;
Member, SEU Advisory Board
Linda Jordan, Chair, Advisory Task
Force; Director, Office of Consumer
Affairs, Public Service Commission

DC SEU obtained contact‐leveraging
information for promoting programs
to largest energy users in the
District, and project support from
business sector
Data assess and project leveraging
opportunities

DC SEU representatives:
Scott Johnstone
George Nichols
August 11 ‐ Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI) Advisory Task
Force
DC SEU representative:
George Nichols
August 15 ‐ NeighborWorks
America
DC SEU representatives:
Lilia Abron
George Nichols

Leila Finucane Edmonds, Director of
National Initiatives

Relationship building and providing
input into task force’s AMI and
Smart Meter Outreach Program;
received public affairs contacts and
introductions
Relationship building and assistance
in obtaining contact information on
project leads at the DC Dept. of
Housing and Community
Development

August 30 – DC Office of Aging
DC SEU representatives:
Lilia Abron
George Nichols

Dr. John Thompson, Executive
Director

Relationship building and
introduction of DC SEU
programming and purposes

September 6 ‐ ANC 8A
DC SEU representatives:
Lilia Abron
George Nichols

ANC 8A Commissioners

September 7‐ ANC 1C
DC SEU representatives:
Lilia Abron
George Nichols
September 7—Office of
Councilmember Mary Cheh
DC SEU representatives:
Scott Johnstone
George Nichols
September 8 – Wingate Tenants
Association Management Meeting
DC SEU representative:
George Nichols
September 12 ‐ East Central Civil
Association
DC SEU representatives:
Lilia Abron
Martha Franklin

ANC 1C Commissioners

Relationship building and
solicitation of potential projects.
Received commitments from
Commissioners to promote DC SEU
SFQS program
Relationship building and
solicitation of potential projects
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Matt Orlins, Legislative Assistant for
Environmental Affairs

Relationship building. DC SEU
received a briefing and discussed
process for addressing issues of
interest

Jackie Ward, Councilmember
Marion Barry’s Office

Relationship building and
introduction to DC SEU programs
and outreach efforts

ECCA Leadership

Relationship‐building and
solicitation of potential projects.
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ATTACHMENT 4
Date and Meeting

Key Officials

Outcome

September 14 – Logan Circle
Community Meeting
DC SEU representatives:
Lilia Abron
Martha Franklin
September 14 – Meeting with
WMATA
DC SEU representatives:
Scott Johnstone
George Nichols

LCC Leadership

Relationship‐building and
solicitation of potential projects.

Rachael Healey, Sustainability
Project Manager
Joan LeLacheur, Deputy Chief

Relationship building and leveraging
opportunities explored

September 15 – ANC 7B
DC SEU representatives:
Lilia Abron
George Nichols
September 15 – Wingate Tenants
Association Management Meeting
DC SEU representative:
George Nichols
September 16 – Office of
Councilmember Vincent Orange’
DC SEU representative:
Scott Johnstone
George Nichols
September 26 ‐ DC Economic
Partnership Lab

ANC 7B Commissioners

Relationship building and
solicitation of potential projects.

Councilmember Marion Barry
Commissioner Lee, Chairman of
ANC 8D

Exploration of DC SEU outreach and
public affairs opportunities

Gene Fisher, Committee Director,
Committee on Small and Local
Business Development

Relationship building and
introductions

Mayor Vincent Gray

Relationship building with GWU and
business community as linkage with
city sustainability initiative

Various Officials Representing
Pepco, Washington Gas, DC Water,
DDOE, OPC and PSC

Relationship building and DC SEU
introductions to low‐income
audience

DC SEU representative:
George Nichols
September 27 – JUDD
DC SEU representatives:
George Nichols
Lilia Abron
Maria Brown
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ATTACHMENT 4
Community Outreach activity throughout Contract Period 1
Date and Meeting

Key Officials

Outcome

May 9 ‐ DC Public Schools
DC SEU representatives:
George Nichols
Lilia Abron
May 10 ‐ NCPC
DC SEU representative:
Lilia Abron
May 16 ‐ Community Outreach
Support Staff for Wards 7 & 8
DC SEU representatives:
Scott Johnstone
Lilia Abron
May 17 ‐ Conversation with
Councilmember Marion Barry,
Social hour in the community
DC SEU representatives:
Lilia Abron
George Nichols
Elizabeth Chant

Mel Butler, Program Director
Program Management Team

Identified possible school facilities
for leveraging opportunities. Will
follow‐up with meeting with DC SEU
C&I Manager Eric Belliveau.
Identification of information
resources for collaboration

May 23 ‐ Councilmember Tommy
Wells
DC SEU representatives:
George Nichols
Lilia Abron
May 24 – Washington Gas
DC SEU representatives:
Scott Johnstone
George Nichols
Lilia Abron

May 25 ‐ Wednesday Clergy
Fellowship – Rev. Motley
“Examining The Efficiency and
Profitability of Faith Based Solar
Energy”
DC SEU representatives:
George Nichols
Lilia Abron
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Dr. Abron met with senior staff

Rev. Anthony J. Motley

Agreed to come on board as
outreach resource for Wards 7 and
8

Local Advisory Council NFBPA
Jackie Ward
ANC Commissioner

Networking and community
resource identification

Councilmember Tommy Wells

Identification of key Ward 6
community resources and possible
Quick‐Start projects; identification
of Ward 6 priorities.

Bernice K. McIntyre, Esq., SEU
Advisory Board
Colin Shay, Director of Business
Development
Melissa E. Adams, Division Head,
Sustainability and Business Dev.
Samiah Bahhur, Regulatory Affairs
Dr. Earl Trent, Florida Avenue
Baptist Church
Rev. Anthony Motley
Volt Energy Company
30 other ministers

WG promised commitment for data
sharing; and general support.
Discussed opportunities for
outreach, and we set up a monthly
schedule to meet for next several
months.
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Tour of 10 KW roof‐top solar array
system that feeds power to grid.
Opportunities for DC SEU projects
and outreach to clergy / minister
communities
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Date and Meeting

Key Officials

Outcome

May 26 – ANC 8C
DC SEU representatives:
George Nichols
Lilia Abron

Rev. Anthony Motley
Jackie Ward, Councilmember
Barry’s Office
Commissioner Lee, Ward 8C
Chairman

Presentation to ANC 8C
Commissioners re: DC SEU and
discussed need for Community
resources and projects; outreach
opportunities / introductions.
Another meeting with this ANC is
advisable because of the newness of
the DC SEU’s services, as a concept,
and the DC SEU’s role in the
community.

June 1 – Implementation Contractor
information meeting
Matthews Memorial Baptist Church
DC SEU representatives:
Lilia Abron
Others from the DC SEU
June 1 – DC Office of Planning DC SEU
representatives:
George Nichols
Logan Brown
June 7 – Greater Washington Urban
League
DC SEU representatives:
Lilia Abron
George Nichols
Jim Grevatt
June 7‐ ANC 8A
DC SEU representatives
Lilia Abron
George NIchols
June 7 ‐ Single Member District ANC
8C07 PTA
DC SEU representatives:
Lilia Abron
George NIchols
June 8 –Wards 4 and 1 business
districts walk‐through
DC SEU representative:
Lilia Abron
June 12 – AMI Advisory Task Force
DC SEU representative:
George Nichols
June 13 – H.R. Crawford
DC SEU representatives:
George Nichols
Elizabeth Chant
June 13 – Greater Washington Board
of Trade
DC SEU representative:
George Nichols
June 20 – ANC 6A Environmental
Committee
DC SEU representatives:
Lilia Abron
George Nichols

N/A

Of the potential ICs who attended this
meeting, 30 responded to the RFQ.

All 8 principal planners

DC SEU obtained key information about
neighborhoods, business districts; also
received Ward‐specific information.

Maudine Cooper (ED), and staff
members Janice Smith, Audrey
Epperson (Director of Education)

Discussion of respective strengths for
program collaboration and aligning
implementation efforts.

ANC 8A leadership

Introduction to DC SEU completed, and
discussion about interests; solicitation
of potential projects

Commissioner Brenda Shields

Introduction of DC SEU to parents and
teachers; solicitation of potential
projects

Marsha Brown, business development
specialist for Upper Georgia Avenue
businesses

Field assessment of potential business
corridors for SCDI Implementation

AMI Advisory Task Force members

DC SEU built relationships and provided
input into AMI and Smart Meter
Outreach Program
Identification of potential resources and
projects for LIMF Quick‐Start Program
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H, R. Crawford

Daniel Flores, VP, Regional Government
Relations;
Bob Grow, Senior Director, Government
Relations
Elizabeth Nelson
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Identified opportunities for
collaborative public affairs for outreach
to business community
Solicited potential projects, interest in
DC SEU

ATTACHMENT 4
Date and Meeting

Key Officials

Outcome

Graeme Baxter, Provost and VP for
Academic Affairs

Relationship building, solicitation of
potential projects, and discussion of
teaming potential

Rayna Smith, staff member

Relationship building, solicitation of
potential projects, and discussion of
Ward 7 interests

Sam Malone, First Baptist Church

Team will return to install light bulbs,
and deliver the assessment results.
Buildings were assessed and results
planned.

ANC 5A10 Commissioners

DC SEU relationship‐building,
solicitation of potential projects, and
information about interests of Ward 5

July 11–University of the District of
Columbia, Office of the Provost
DC SEU representatives:
Scott Johnstone
David Barash
George Nichols
July 12 – ANC 6A ‐ Commissioner
Adam Healy
DC SEU representative:
George Nichols

Howard Ways, AICP
Director of Planning and
Sustainability
Office of the Provost / Vice
President for Academic Affairs

Relationship building, and refining
the role and project teaming
opportunities

ANC 6A Commissioners

July 14 – ANC 6B‐ Commissioner
Francis Campbell
DC SEU representative:
George Nichols

ANC 6B Commissioners

Relationship‐building and
solicitation of potential projects.
Received commitments from
Commissioners to specifically
identify single‐family residents who
are motivated to participate in
Single‐Family QS Program
Relationship‐building and
solicitation of potential projects.
Received commitments from
Commissioners to promote DC SEU
SFQS program

June 23 –University of the District of
Columbia, Office of the Provost
DC SEU representatives:
Scott Johnstone
David Barash
Gail Montplaisir
George NIchols
June 29 – Office of Councilmember
Yvette Alexander (Ward 7)
DC SEU representatives:
George Nichols
Elizabeth Lindsey
June 30 – SCDI Quick‐Start SCDI
assessments in Wards 1 and 4
First Baptist Church,712 Randolph
Street, NW
Washington Pizza, 1358 Randolph
Street
DC SEU representatives:
Danielle Griffin
George Nichols
June 30 – ANC 5A10 – Commissioner
Corey Griffin
DC SEU representative:
George Nichols
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ATTACHMENT 5

Building the DC SEU’s Future Work:
Market Research, Leveraging of DC SEU Funds, Financing Mechanism
Options, and Market Transformation
Market Research
Commercial properties
During FY 2011, PES Group conducted in‐depth analysis of the commercial sectors in the District.
They analyzed the location, building size, concentration of ownership, energy source, and other
factors to obtain a picture of the distribution of properties across the city. This information is
essential to planning a commercial program that achieves energy savings targets and delivering
energy efficiency services that appeal to many different types of businesses. Because energy use
in the District is so highly concentrated in the commercial sector (approximately 65% of total
energy use), it is critical that the commercial properties program effectively reduce energy in
this sector. The analysis revealed that the majority of commercial buildings in the District are
relatively small (half of the commercial buildings are smaller than 5,000 sq. ft. and 90% of the
total number of buildings are smaller than 50,000 sq. ft.). Such analysis indicates that a broad
program targeted at this building size would reach a wide spectrum of commercial properties.
The District has relatively few buildings larger than 100,000 sq. ft. However, despite the much
smaller quantity of large commercial buildings, these buildings account for 62% of the city’s
commercial gross building area. A program could be designed to target these large buildings,
possibly resulting in greater energy savings with fewer transaction costs.
This analysis has allowed the program development team to match up the goals of the program
with the energy savings target goals. There are often competing goals and priorities within the
same program (for instance, the tension to both meet high energy savings and create programs
that are inclusive and span all Wards of the city). Having such analysis is a critical first step to
establishing programs that address these needs.
Residential Properties
PES Group collected similar data for the residential sector. They analyzed residential building
types by number of units, type of tenure (owned or rented), size of home, energy source,
property values, and other data points. The analysis also layered this information with
household incomes and District building permit data from 2009 to determine the extent of
recent renovations. These data are useful for designing a residential retrofit program that
accounts for homeownership trends, income levels, and other critical factors that influence
participant decisions. For example, it is important to know if most residents of a neighborhood
have lower incomes and are “underwater” on their mortgages. The message to those
homeowners about how energy efficiency can benefit them would be very different from that to
another neighborhood where property values and income are both high.
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Leveraging
PES Group has taken the lead on identifying leveraging and funding opportunities for the DC
SEU. They researched and coordinated the submission of two proposals that would include
funds for the DC SEU.
The first proposal was submitted in July 2011 to Bank of America’s Energy Efficiency Program for
Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs). PES Group worked with the National
Housing Trust (NHT) and Enterprise Community Partners (ECP) to discuss ways in which they
could collaborate with the DC SEU to apply for these funds and complete low‐income
multifamily retrofits in Washington DC. Awards will be made in November. If awarded, the DC
SEU would provide credit enhancement and grant funds to do deeper energy efficiency retrofits
on low‐income multifamily buildings in conjunction with NHT and ECP. (See Section 4.6.1, Low‐
Income Multifamily Quick‐Start Program progress to date.)
The second proposal was submitted on behalf of the DC Energy Office (via the DC SEU and VEIC)
to work with the State of Washington on a commercial buildings market transformation project.
Another DC SEU Teaming Partner, the Institute for Market Transformation (IMT), provided
information and analysis for that proposal. The proposal was part of a larger proposal to the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) State Energy Program 2011 Competitive Awards. DC SEU proposed
to use the grant funds to develop the commercial market transformation work already under
way. It was proposed that DC SEU would be allocated $225,000 (with $25,000 going to DDOE to
manage the grant). The funds would be spent primarily to support the commercial program with
green leasing initiatives, develop and produce additional marketing and outreach funds for the
commercial sector, and hold several events focused on engaging the commercial buildings
community in market transformation initiatives. Although DOE did not choose to fund the
proposal, the Strategic Planning and Analysis Team received valuable feedback to be integrated
into the next proposal.
In addition to proposal writing, PES Group researched existing District incentive programs to
determine which DC SEU programs could benefit from or support these existing initiatives. For
example, PES Group reached out to local hardware stores to determine if a CFL program would
be well‐received among business owners. Initial reactions were mixed, but the discussions
highlighted that a similar Pepco program had been run two years ago. This information is helpful
in determining which aspects of the program were successful and which could be improved
upon, should DC SEU pursue this program path.
Qualified Energy Conservation Bonds (QECBs)
As a part of its leveraging initiatives, PES Group’s tax attorney researched the District’s QECB
allocation to determine how much, if any, had been spent. Initially it appeared that very little of
the money had been allocated already, and that there was potential to leverage these funds
within the DC SEU as a source of low cost capital.
DC Public Schools (DCPS) has approached the DC SEU about the possibility of utilizing QECB
funds to finance energy efficiency renovations of public school buildings. PES Group worked
with the commercial program lead, Eric Belliveau, and DCPS to develop a proposal for DDOE
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highlighting the strengths of the school plan, including other funds that may be available to be
leveraged in conjunction with this project. For example, this group explored the possibility of
undertaking a joint issuance of QECBs and Qualified Zone Academy Bonds (QZABs), another
subsidized bond in which 100% of the interest cost (up to a floating cap) is subsidized with
federal tax credits. In either case, DCPS and DC SEU would have to demonstrate to the DC Chief
Financial Officer(CFO) that the issuances would not be a net negative, or that they would be
within DC's annual debt limitation if the CFO has not already approved that portion of the
issuance by DDOE.
Although PES Group became aware that the city was considering the use of the funds to retrofit
one building at Judiciary Square, they argued that it would be possible to leverage these funds
more aggressively through the DC public school system and achieve a greater level of energy
savings. Although the city did decide to go ahead with the renovation at One Judiciary Square,
the DC SEU conferred with the Office of the Chief Financial Officer about the Washington, DC,
debt cap, and accordingly adjusted the calculation methodology that had been previously used.
With the new information, the DC SEU will be well positioned to discuss using this mechanism,
should bonds be pursued in the future.
Financing Options
PES Group spent significant time working with the residential retrofit program to research and
design options for a homeowner lending program. The DC SEU is aware that lending options, if
offered, should meet homeowner needs across the city. For that reason, PES Group researched
potential lending partners in Wards 7 and 8 to determine if any were falling short of their
Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) requirements, which are “intended to encourage
depository institutions to help meet the credit needs of the communities in which they operate,
including low‐ and moderate‐income neighborhoods.” PES Group then looked at which banks
might be most open to offering a below‐market loan program in certain Wards.
PES Group also worked with the Single‐Family Residential program, as well as the DC Project and
the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, to discuss options for structuring a loan program
aimed at the single‐family market. PES Group reached out to approximately 45 local credit
unions to gauge the interest in the credit union lending community. Seven of the banks
contacted were very positive about the possibility of partnering with the DC SEU, and all already
have unsecured loan products that could be tweaked or re‐branded for the purpose of a DC SEU
loan program—without significant expense or additional program design.
PES Group also researched the housing finance community in the District to determine whether
existing programs could be looped into the DC SEU to provide subsidies to borrowers who are
also interested in energy efficiency retrofits. The strongest link to the DC SEU appears to be in
the multifamily sector, where the DC Housing Finance Agency has two programs. The
multifamily mortgage revenue bond (MMRB) program is available for both nonprofit and for‐
profit developers. The bonds can be used for acquisition, construction, and permanent loans to
build or rehabilitate rental housing, cooperatives, elderly housing, assisted living, and
transitional housing. Developers using MMRBs must reserve at least 20% of their units for
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households earning at or below 50% of area median income (AMI) or set aside 40% of their units
for households earning at or below 60% AMI.
Projects receiving MMRBs are also eligible for 4% low‐income housing tax credits (LIHTC). In the
4% LIHTC program, developers are required to set aside at least 20% of their units for
households earning at or below 50% of the AMI, or at least 40% of their units for households
earning at or below 60% of AMI, adjusted for family size. LIHTCs can be syndicated to generate
part of the required equity a borrower must contribute to the financing, or can be utilized to
offset the borrower's tax payments.
The second initiative is through the Department of Housing and Community Development
(DHCD), which has a Site Acquisition Funding Initiative (SAFI) designed to provide quickly
accessible, revolving loan funds for acquisition and predevelopment costs to nonprofit
developers committed to the production, rehabilitation, and preservation of affordable housing.
SAFI leverages DHCD funds with private money for the preservation of affordable housing.
Market Transformation
Market Transformation is the process of creating lasting change in market behavior by removing
identified barriers, expanding access to information, or otherwise leveraging existing market
opportunities. Pervasive and sustained behavioral change, altering the way energy is used and
valued in the marketplace, will help incorporate energy efficiency into standard practice. Over
the long term, Market Transformation will help the District sustain a culture of energy
conservation and maximize its energy efficiency potential.
In FY 2011, IMT drafted and began to implement the full suite of long‐term Market
Transformation strategies for FY 2012 and beyond. These include strengthening the District’s
energy codes and their enforcement, supporting the work of the District Department of the
Environment’s building energy benchmarking program, facilitating the development of a city‐
wide Cool Roofs initiative, encouraging the use of green leases (starting with local government
leasing policies), developing an energy performance recognition program for green buildings
and businesses, and educating local lenders and appraisers on the valuation of energy efficiency
in commercial buildings.
These projects are gradual and complex, requiring long timelines and market penetration across
diverse industries. Such Market Transformation initiatives are critical to the sustained impact of
the DC SEU, and will be pursued throughout FY 2012.
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DC SEU Workforce Development Strategy
July 2011

Broadly speaking, the two‐part objective of the DC SEU is to provide District of Columbia residents with
long‐term sustainable energy solutions and to create jobs for DC residents in service to that effort. The
growth in sustainability and in a well‐trained workforce are seen as two model factors in stimulating
economic activity in the local economy.
The DC SEU is committed to a workforce development strategy that will help create the conditions and
demand for generating and increasing employment in the District of Columbia, now and in the future.
A primary goal of the DC Sustainable Energy Utility approach to workforce development is to stimulate
job growth by facilitating placement of District residents in positions that are created by DC SEU
economic activity. This takes the form of direct hires by the DC SEU, as well as indirect hires through
Contractors working for the DC SEU. The DC SEU works with placement agencies and other entities
specializing in unemployed and underemployed residents, cooperates with and supports existing
District‐based training programs, and uses existing resources to expand the job placement effectiveness
of the DC SEU. Although the DC SEU will work with existing training providers and other related entities,
it does not primarily focus on directly providing training to the workforce. Instead, it seeks to catalyze
the training and job placement market, and to encourage matching of trained DC residents with DC SEU
jobs. This effort is accomplished by:








Facilitating the matching of job seekers with job openings
Leveraging and coordinating the programs that the DC SEU creates and manages, such that a
simple and efficient path is available for interested community entities to become approved DC
SEU training providers,
Leveraging the needs of the DC SEU programs and working with training providers to identify
and reinforce training goals necessary for the implementation of current DC SEU programs and
goals, and as a result to support development of career paths for District residents
Working with training providers, DDOE, DOES, and other stakeholders to develop and maintain a
supply of trained residents; this collaboration contributes to the creation of a pool of skilled
workers who can be efficiently matched to local energy efficiency industry jobs now and in the
future
Creating financial incentives for training providers so that the job skills demanded of DC SEU
work are met with job readiness that is verifiable, sustainable, and directly linked to
marketplace job needs
Using systems and processes that drive all Contractors for DC SEU work to maximize the hiring
of District residents

Becoming a DC SEU‐approved training provider requires several steps, beginning with an application
to the DC SEU. The training entity provides information on its existing training programs, including
the extent to which it performs intake assessment for trainees. Because they span a wide spectrum
of activity, energy efficiency industry jobs typically require, at a minimum, mid‐level to an advanced
level of reading and math skills.
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In addition, the success of the DC SEU in fulfilling its contract goals and performance benchmarks
requires that its tasks be supported by a level of professionalism that helps overcome barriers to
ratepayer participation. In the context of workforce development, therefore, DC SEU–approved
training entities provide information on a candidate’s ability to support the task’s fundamental
service needs by conducting drug testing and background checks for felony convictions.
Because of the basic professionalism required in the field for the effective conduct of DC SEU work,
the following areas of workforce development have also been specified:
Field work


Soft skills training
o work readiness
o appropriate attire for the workplace
o timeliness
o ability to follow directions
o ability to interact positively with management and co‐workers
o foundational skills necessary to attain sustained employment



Technical skills training and certifications
o Weatherization Assistance Program Tactics (WAPTAC);
o Provide course offerings that result in an industry‐recognized degree or certificate that
indicates a level of mastery and competence in the energy efficiency field or function



Job placement history of graduates
o description of placement metrics
o integrate training activities with case management and other supportive services to
ensure that participants have the necessary support to overcome barriers to
employment

The DC SEU will work with training providers to help tailor their training curriculum and materials to the
needs of the field work programs, for current and future DC SEU needs. The DC SEU will provide
information, guidance, and outreach in fulfillment of its commitment to offer Living Wage jobs. As a
complement to that commitment, existing District‐based workforce development entities are
responsible for the implementation and management of programs that result in creation of DC SEU job‐
ready applicants.
Currently, and as a part of the competitive RFQ, RFP, and ITB processes, the DC SEU identifies the skill
sets that Implementation Contractors need to satisfy to perform the work of ongoing DC SEU
programs—and to offer employment opportunities that enable them to fulfill the scopes of work
specified in those requests and invitations. Those skill set descriptions are also identified in the DC SEU
Employment Readiness Guidelines manual.
The DC SEU, expects to continuously broaden and refine its program and service offerings for District
residents, as the project matures. To support these future employment needs, the DC SEU anticipates
deepening its relationships with workforce development providers. Identifying and facilitating the
creation of the necessary additional skill sets and capabilities will help to assure the ongoing availability
of District job applicants who are well suited to future needs.
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ATTACHMENT 6
The DC SEU has and continues to sign on ICs to perform work in FY 11 in support of the Quick‐Start
programs in Low‐Income Multifamily, Small Commercial Direct Install, and Single Family Residential
Retrofit. By stating a selection preference for ICs with the highest percentage of District resident staff,
and by requiring clearly defined skill sets for the work, the DC SEU is helping create career development
expectations for the District workforce supply for near‐term and future employment. Preference points
in the submission processes are also awarded to ICs who hire DC residents from existing training
programs—specifically work‐ready applicants who are already trained in weatherization and energy
efficiency field positions.
The goal of these current and future hiring pipelines is to provide a measure of stability for workers’
future employment prospects and to create a solid, yet dynamic, workforce base of trained and skilled
employees. Through the creation of energy efficiency‐related jobs for District residents, the DC SEU is
creating a technical base of knowledge that motivated employees can use to build on and advance their
employment prospects in the marketplace for years to come. The DC SEU will encourage in future
rounds a focus on career paths for workers. Among other things, career paths offer advantages such as
access to benefits (health care, for example)—a feature of stable work that can result in reliable,
effective, and ready workforce.
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ATTACHMENT 7

Statement of Compliance
L.S. Caldwell and Associates, a DC SEU Teaming Partner, worked with other Teaming Partners and local
agencies to develop policies and procedures for background checks and drug testing. The DC SEU
Teaming Partners rigorously monitors all District of Columbia compliance reporting requirements,
including:




DC Department of Small and Local Business Development Quarterly reports to the Office of the
DC Auditor
DC Department of Employment Services (DOES) First Source Employment Agreements, Monthly
Contract Compliance Reports, and the Apprenticeship Program
Green Job Tracking and Certified Payroll

As a DC SEU Contract requirement, the fifth monthly workforce compliance report was submitted to
DOES for the September 10, 2011 deadline.
On behalf of the DC SEU, LSC continues to work with the DOES to establish a DC SEU On‐the‐Job Training
Program for entry‐level DC residents, in the energy conservation field.

